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Welcome to the first edition of our new format Sandroydian. I do hope you 
enjoy reading through these pages as much I have done in the past few days. 
Whilst the new academic year is already upon us, the Sandroydian provides a 
wonderful opportunity to sit back and reflect on just how much was achieved 

over the last academic year.
There have been so many individual and collective successes both for the School and 

the children. Being shortlisted for ‘Boarding School of the Year’ back in February and then 
subsequently being awarded ‘Best All Round School’ are, of course, highlights that we want to 
record because they are testament to the hard work of our teaching and support staff team. 

However, I feel strongly that the success of the School year should not be defined by the 
winning of national accolades, nor by the outstanding success of our Common Entrance 
results. It is more important that the Sandroydian records the many opportunities our pupils 
have had to take part, to fail, and to succeed. That it records the progress made in pupils’ 
confidence and self-esteem, both in and outside of the classroom. I am, therefore, delighted 
that this edition of the Sandroydian showcases the outcomes of our pupils’ successes during 
the first year of our Strive Programme. This has pushed the children out of their comfort 
zones in many areas of School life and what is so encouraging, is the critical thinking skills 
that this is providing children with. These skills, alongside increased confidence, are coming 
back into the classroom and all aspects of school life. Mrs Christopher has done a wonderful 
job in masterminding this programme, and I look forward to it developing further year on 
year. 

The skills that Strive develops and enhances are so critical in preparing children for life 
in Senior Schools and beyond. I am confident that our 2018 leavers were well prepared for 
their next adventure, and it is rewarding to have already heard stories of the positive starts 
they have made in their senior schools. I applaud and congratulate them not just for their 
academic achievements, but for the significant contribution they made during their time at 
Sandroyd – including how they made the very most of the wonderful Leavers’ Programme. 
As a Senior School representative pointed out recently, you can always tell the Sandroyd 
children, they are the ones who are not looking at their phones during free time!

I do hope you can spend some of your free time reading this Sandroydian – my heartfelt 
thanks go to Mr Blomfield for all of his hard work in putting together this edition for us all  
to enjoy.

Alastair Speers

From the Headmaster
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News
WALLED
GARDEN
THE 

Autumn Term

WG COOK BOOK
The children suggested that making a 
cook book would be a super way to raise 
money for our charity of the term. With 
Mrs Carson’s excellent art teaching skills 
and lots of support from parents we 
were able to produce a really super recipe 
book. If you have not yet purchased 
one and would like to, we have a very 
limited supply left, so please do email 
kblomfield@sandroyd.com as soon as 
possible to avoid missing out. 

NATIVITY
The children worked incredibly hard to learn lines and songs for our 
Nativity. All The Walled Garden children took part from our biggest 
Year 2s to our smallest nursery. A huge thank you to everyone who 
helped put our production together and who came to watch. 

Recipes from
The Walled Garden

Sandroyd’s 
Pre-Prep

Sandroyd Pre-Prep Cookbook.indd   1
06/12/2017   11:46

10

Sweet recipe

Sandroyd Pre-Prep Cookbook.indd   10
06/12/2017   11:46

Savoury recipe

16
Finely chop onion, carrot and garlic. 
Add the oil to the pan and cook the onions 
and carrots on a medium heat for approx 
5 minutes (or until onions are soft) stirring 
frequently. 
Then stir in the garlic, chilli powder, paprika 
and cumin. Cook for a further 5 minutes.
Next turn up the heat and brown the beef. 
When there are no pink bits left, pour in the 
stock, tinned tomatoes, tomato purée and 
sugar. Stir well breaking up the tomatoes.
Bring to the boil, then put on the lid and 
turn down the heat. Gently simmer for  
20 minutes until thickened. Stir frequently.
Finally, wash the kidney beans and add to 
the mixture. Gently boil uncovered for  
10 minutes. Add salt and pepper to taste.
Remove from heat and replace lid to  
allow chilli to rest for at least 10 minutes 
before serving.

Serves 4
1 tbsp oil
1 medium onion
1 medium carrot
2 peeled garlic cloves
½ tsp mild curry powder
½ tsp ground cumin
½ tsp paprika
400g minced beef
1 beef stock cube dissolved in 300ml 

of hot water
2 tbsp tomato purée
1 can of chopped tomatoes
1 sugar cube
1 can red kidney beans

Rice and crème fraîche to serve

Sandroyd Pre-Prep Cookbook.indd   16
06/12/2017   11:46
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AUTUMN OUTDOOR LEARNING
Autumn is always a wonderful time to explore our outdoor 
environment. The children had a lot of fun playing in the 
huge piles of leaves created by the grounds staff as well as 
picking berries for our cookery activities. 

BONFIRE AND FIREWORKS
With Bonfire Night and Halloween during this term it is 
always essential to educate the children on bonfire and 
firework safety. The children worked hard to learn the 
firework safety code. We also had a lot of fun making the 
Guy for the Sandroyd Bonfire Night. The dry leaves from 
the wood we visit during outdoor learning made a perfect 
stuffing for his body. 

The Walled Garden Awards
Autumn 2017
Creative Arts Anthony Ashley-Cooper
Sports Prize Hugo Dutton Medlock
Riding Prize Beatrix Boon
Ballet Prize Tabitha Holbrook
Achievement Year 2 Calliope Greer-Brown
Progress Year 2 Jamie Dineley
Progress Year 1 Savannah Wolseley Brinton 

Ottolie Thomasin-Foster
Academic Achievement 
Reception

Freddie Corrie

Progress Reception Johnny Hooper
Academic Achievement Upper 
Nursery

Ottilie Holbrook

Progress Upper Nursery Rosanna Carson
Academic Achievement 
Younger Nursery

Isla Speers

Progress Younger Nursery Primrose Reed

DT PROJECT
Year 1 and Year 2 always enjoy our Design and Technology projects with Mrs Innes and this term we produced some lovely pop 
up cards for Christmas. It was quite fiddly and very glittery!
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BOOK WEEK
We had a rather staggered book week this year as  
our activities were disrupted by snow fall! As a  
result book week extended into two weeks which  
was wonderful. The children especially enjoyed  
dressing up as their favourite book characters and  
learning about how books are made.

News
WALLED
GARDEN
THE 

Spring Term

BIKE RIDE
Once again we were lucky to have clear blue  
skies for our Sponsored Bike Ride event, despite a chilly  
wind the children all managed to take part brilliantly.  
We raised over £400 in total which is absolutely fantastic! 

SCIENCE WEEK
Our Science week was a huge success 
with lots of fun practical activities taking 
place. The Year 1 and 2 children had the 
opportunity to visit the Science lab with 
Mr Acton in the prep school to learn 
about household acids and alkalis. During 
one of the days we concentrated all our 
activities on Our Senses. We created some 
great slow motion film of our ‘don’t break 
the egg’ challenge from the very top of the 
big climbing area and enjoyed exploring 
bubbles we could get inside. 
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MOTHERS DAY
Our Mother’s Day tea party was a 
huge success and much enjoyed by 
children and parents alike. The 
children thoroughly enjoyed the 
opportunity to make sandwiches, 
cakes and crudités for the 
event as well as table runners 
and planting flower bulbs 
as centre pieces. Our Year 
2 children were excellent 
on the door and running the 
cloakroom too.  

The Walled Garden Awards
SPRING 2018
Creative Arts Tabitha Holbrook
Sports Prize Jamie Dineley
Riding Prize Xa Herbert
Progress Year 2 Henry Matthews
Progress Year 1 Bear Wilkinson

Viva Ashley-Cooper
Academic Achievement 
Reception

Hattie Speers

Progress Reception Indi Harrison
Progress Upper Nursery Sebastian Marks
Progress Younger Nursery Archie Snell

DT PROJECT
Our DT project for Year 1 and Year 2 lined really nicely 
to our Big Schools Bird Watch and Mother’s Day as we 
created a wooden bird house for a Mother’s day gift. They 
were quite tricky to put together so we had to work in 
pairs and help each other. 

CLASS ASSEMBLIES
The spring term is always a lovely term to show our parents 
how brilliant we are through our class assemblies. The EYFS 
children produced a lovely dramatic production about a Yeti 
which linked to their ‘Not Yeti’ targets in the classroom. Year 
1 decided to base their assembly on birds as we were in the 
middle of the ‘Big Schools Bird Watch’ run by the RSPCA. 
They explored a native story from Australia and talked about 
different birds. Year 2 had their assembly in our Science week 
and became mad Scientists for the morning carrying out 
amazing Science demonstrations. 

SNOW
The children were all incredibly excited to have so many days 

interrupted with snow this term. Snow is 
always a great learning tool and for 

those who made it in we had a great 
day exploring the properties of 

snow and completing a 
snow challenge bingo 
including activities such 

as ‘make a snow angel’, 
write a snow poem and 

help to clear a path. To add to the 
snow drama The Walled Garden 
relocated for several days to the 

prep school as our boiler broke 
down. The children were so 
brilliant during this time and we 
are very grateful to all the prep 
school staff and pupils who made 

space for us in the Junior wing! 
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News
WALLED
GARDEN
THE 

Summer Term

YEAR 2 SLEEPOVER

SPORTS DAY
Our Sports morning took place on a 
beautiful day in May. It was wonderful 
to see the children take part so 
enthusiastically and happily in all of the 
events from track to field. The parents 
and staff completing the obstacle course 
was very funny to watch. A big thank 
you to Mr Webster and Mr Snell for 
organising such a successful event. 

ROYAL WEDDING
To celebrate the marriage of Prince 
Harry to Meghan Markle we had a 
garden picnic at our temple. Children 
were only allowed to attend if they 
were wearing their royal crowns. We 
were delighted to be joined by Year 3 
for the event too. 
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Summer Term

ST GEORGE’S DAY
Exploring the woods to find a dragon, making a sword and shield. 
Acting out the story in class. 

INTERNATIONAL OUTDOOR LEARNING DAY
International Outdoor Learning Day was all the excuse 
we needed to decamp the whole of The Walled Garden for 
the entire day. All of our usual lessons took place with an 
outdoor twist from maths to art. What a super way to spend 
the day and make the most of the amazing grounds we have 
at Sandroyd.

The Walled Garden Awards
SUMMER 2018
Wilson Cup for Endeavour Jamie Dineley
The Bell All Rounder Award Anthony Ashley-Cooper
Creative Arts Xa Herbert &  

Calliope Greer-Brown
Sports Prize Henry Matthews
Modern Foreign Languages Tabitha Holbrook
Riding Prize Ottilie McKinley
Award for Manners James Hemphill
Superb Friend Alexander Manners
Achievement Year 2 Bea Cordle
Progress Year 2 Jesse Coles &  

Hugo Dutton Medlock
Achievement Year 1 Ottolie Thomasin-Foster
Progress Year 1 Luca Cole
Academic Achievement R Freddie Corrie
Progress R Poppy Wilkinson &  

Tommy Baker
Academic Achievement UN Ottilie Holbrook
Progress UN Rosanna Carson
Academic Achievement Mid N Isla Speers & Linus Casella
Progress Mid N Zara Ashley-Cooper
Academic Achievement LN Archie Snell
Progress LN Sophie Stankevich & 

Florence MacAlpine

FATHERS DAY
Our Pre-Prep Fathers’ Day 
2018 ‘Friday Woodland 
Morning’ was a fantastic 
event attended by most of 
our Daddies. The morning 
started with bacon 
sandwiches and coffee 
at The Walled Garden. 
Afterwards we all headed 
to the woods for a den 
building competition and 
several rounds of hide and 
seek. What a lovely way to 
spend a morning!

ECO CLUB
As part of our work for our Eco club we took part in 
International Environment day in June. The Year 1 and Year 2 
children explored clearing up oil slicks and waste in our seas and 
the EYFS children explored composting and recycling. We hope 
to receive our award and certificate for our hard work very soon!

GOLDENTIME OUTING
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Visit to The
Ancient 
Technology
Centre

News
YEAR 3

Year 3 this 
term have 
been studying 
renewable and 
non-renewable 
energies and 
today they 
have been 
constructing 
‘solar powered 
ovens’ to bake 
cookies!

by Hector McGregor

by Margot Prior

by Rafe Williams

by Nathanael Drummond

by Bluey Smith-Bingham 
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Visit to The
Ancient 
Technology
Centre

by Loveday Matthews

by Max Cordle

by Toby Wilde

by Rosie Shaw Porter

by Tilly Bell

by Holly Irving

by Rafe Williams
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News
YEAR 4

Sandroyd Maths trail
On Monday Year 4 enjoyed taking their Maths outside by following the first ever 

Sandroyd Maths trail. We had invited Sixpenny Handley Junior School’s Year 4 
to join us and the event was a great success. 

The sun was shining and everyone was pleased to see that first on the programme 
was one of Rob’s delicious bbq lunches. After the last ice creams had been eaten the 
children then followed a series of challenges all set outside and with a mathematical 
theme. Groups of both Sandroyd and Sixpenny children worked together to make 
huge polygons, find the area and perimeter of the sandpit and look for these lasting 
patterns in the garden walls. These were just a few of their tasks and soon the ice was 
broken with both schools working together as a team.

Planning the trail in the cold days of March it was hard to visualise that it could be 
such a fun and enjoyable event. 

Designers of 
the Future...
This year we have had a unique 

opportunity to venture into 
the world of design. Luke Irwin 

suggested that Year 4 design a rug 
for the Junior Wing. Having stuck 
together sheets of paper the size of 
the proposed rug everyone placed a 
fish pattern on this to create a pond 
of fishes swimming lazily around. We 
wrote our names and made them into 
a border. Luke came to school to fold 
this up and send it to his weavers in 
Kathmandu where the rug was made 
from wool and silk.

While we waited for the new rug to 
be made Luke came to tell us about 
the design and processes involved in 
creating such a rug. We learnt about 
the preparation of the wool, its being 
dyed and knotted, then washed, 
dried and stretched.

During the summer term we had 
a go at making mini rugs using the 
loop hook technique. Some took to 
this faster than others, but everyone 
had fun. 

Then the day we had all been 
waiting for arrived. The rug had been 
delivered and Luke came to unroll 
it. We were all thrilled and delighted 
with the result and, as when any new 
work of art is unveiled, had a party! 
This experience is one of those that 
will be woven into the memories of 
Year 4 for ever and, who knows, may 
have inspired some to be designers of 
the future.

Jungle Orchestra, 
Animals Call

Jungle orchestra, animals call 
Monkeys swinging, raindrops fall 
Tigers prowling through the trees 
Quickly scurrying, the scared prey flees

Jungle orchestra, animals call 
Trees swaying, treetops tall 
Bats flying, panthers drool 
Snakes slither, explorers stamp

Hot, humid, wet and damp 
Jungle orchestra, animals call 
Leaves growing before they fall 
Gorillas roam, proud to rule

Fish in the water, insects quiver 
Pink dolphin, glides up the river 
Jungle orchestra, animals call

By 4M

Snow Poem
Ice in the frozen white cold. 
Cold, red, shining, pink noses. 
Everything is a white blanket, 
Cold snowy white ground 
Land covered in a cloud of snow. 
Everyone is freezing cold.

Laura Wilde

My River Dolphin
My river dolphin 
Is as grey as a rainy day
Grey as a peasant’s dress
My river dolphin is black as shadow
Black as ash
She has eyes like swimming pools
She swims as swift as a swan
My river dolphin jumps  
like a flying fish
She has skin as smooth as silk
Smooth as a pony’s mane 
Her nose is like pistol 
Her fin is like a spear 
She is the Queen of the river.

Violet Irwin
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My River Dolphin
My river dolphin 
Is as grey as a rainy day
Grey as a peasant’s dress
My river dolphin is black as shadow
Black as ash
She has eyes like swimming pools
She swims as swift as a swan
My river dolphin jumps  
like a flying fish
She has skin as smooth as silk
Smooth as a pony’s mane 
Her nose is like pistol 
Her fin is like a spear 
She is the Queen of the river.

Violet Irwin

BUILD THE  
LARGEST LEGO TOWN POSSIBLE! 
Year 3 and 4 had the wonderful opportunity to take 

part in a Design Technology Lego morning, with the 
simple brief being to build the largest Lego town 

possible! The two year groups had access to over 10, 000 
Lego pieces including roads, vehicles, animals and boats and 
following specific building instructions, the children made 
houses, factories, airports, stables and cranes. 

4 hours of building fun passed very quickly and  
the finished Lego town was fabulous. Staff and  
fellow students were amazed at the detail and  

innovative design that was included in the build and Year 
3 and 4 definitely have some budding architects and town 
planners in the making. 

A big thank you to everyone that took part, especially 
Roger Garside for supplying all the Lego and his expertise on  
building techniques. 
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News
YEAR 5

‘Magic Maths’ Afternoon

On Tuesday January 23rd the year 5 pupils were  
lucky enough to be invited to Canford for their  
own Magic Maths afternoon. This was led by  
one of Canford’s newest and most inspirational 

Maths teachers, One Seok Lee.  
One began by asking William Ramsay to perform a mind-

reading trick. William was asked to watch 3 video clips and 
choose one of 5 shapes each time. Incredibly, to everyone’s 

amazement, William guessed the correct 
shape every time. And from then on, the 

year 5 pupils were mesmorised! 
One then demonstrated a variety of 

tricks involving numbers, dominoes 
and playing cards. However, we all had 
to swear the Magician’s Oath that we 

would not reveal our secrets. The 
children were asked to try out the 

tricks once they had been 
demonstrated and see if 
they could fathom out 
how they were working. 
It was wonderful to 

witness such enthusiasm 
from all the children, 

particularly those 
who often lack 
confidence in 
their ability. The 

children were captivated for the entire session and Canford 
staff were extremely complimentary about their manners. 

On our arrival back at school we had some time to practise 
our tricks before tea. I was very impressed with how competent 
many of them became in such a short time. 

The Junior Wing is now awash with playing cards and a general 
buzz of excitement. I’m sure that many of your children have 
already demonstrated some of these tricks to you but if they 
haven’t then please ask them. But remember, they will not be able 
to reveal their secrets!  
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Le Tour de France

Off in search of clues Team talksRecording the information found

On “Outdoor Classroom Day”, Madame Cournil decided to 
organise a mini Tour de France for Years 5 and 6. We were 
put into teams and each group was given a bicycle. We then 
had a map of France, where places had been replaced with 
areas at Sandroyd. To give you an idea, the Temple was Paris 
and the pond and Walled Garden was the Provence. There 
were 10 areas in total, where you could find little cards with 

information about a French region or city. You would send a 
member of your team to get the facts about France and then 
record them on a sheet. In the meantime, you also had to 
brainstorm as many French foods as possible! It was “méga 
cool” and my Team won the “Maillot Jaune!” 

Maria 5H (written in my EAL lesson)

by Alfie Miles

by Rebekka Hurley

by Jemima Carson

by Violet Guthrie

The Soldier 
This is a poem created by the whole year group.  
They were studying ‘The Highwayman’ and wrote 
their own version about a World War II soldier.

The sky was a blanket of sorrow thrown over 
London town,

The streets were ash covered rivers flowing with 
tears down,

The fires were tearing fingers demolishing citizens’ 
homes,

And the solider came marching-
Marching – marching – 
The soldier came marching, up to his old front door.
He rapped his knuckles against the wood,
The door opened and there she stood,
Standing by the oak wood door,
His wife beloved, eyes aglow
Eyes aglow – eyes aglow – 
His beloved wife, eyes aglow, exclaiming about 

their baby.
Up to the front line he marched,
A damp, crumpled letter in his hand,
He let out a cry of sorrow and fell upon the land,
His beautiful wife was missing,
Missing – missing – 
Missing, whilst their house was bombed in the Blitz.
The soldier ran like a madman into the enemy lines,
Tears rolling down his stained face cursing the 

Germans of the skies,
His rifle was loaded and ready, his gasmask 

thrown on the floor,
Shot down to the floor he crumpled,
Down on the devastated land,
Down he lay in a puddle of blood, down on 

enemy lines.
His lovely wife started crying as the letter brushed 

her fingertips,
She cried her tears of sadness, her eyes filled with 

madness,
She gazed at the baby, ‘I’m sorry, my darling’,
She kissed her last goodbye,
Goodbye – goodbye, my darling,
The knife plunged and she fell like an autumn leaf 

with her darling at her heart.
The sky was a coral ocean filled with happy shouts, 
The streets were polished clean with children 

running around,
The faces were smiling and glowing war forgotten 

about,
And the soldier’s son came marching,
Marching – marching – 
The soldier’s son came marching, in new uniform, 

up to his new wife’s door.
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News
YEAR 6
Primary Maths Challenge  
Bonus Round, February 2018

The Primary Mathematics Challenge is a fun and 
exciting mathematical Challenge aimed at pupils in 
years 5 and 6 and is always taken in November of each 
academic year. Answering PMC questions does not 

depend on mathematical knowledge alone, but on the ability 
to think things through, be logical and find ways to solve 
problems. It is designed to make pupils think outside the box. 
The questions asked are not necessarily subjects that have been 
covered in the curriculum by this time but the questions can 
create a great starting point and lead to discussions later in the 
year. The PMC paper has 25 questions. 20 of these are multiple 
choice. The questions are graded; starting with easy ones and 
graduating to harder questions. The final five require an answer 
where no choices are given.

In November last year 68,000 pupils entered the PMC. 3,255 
pupils scored 20 or more and were invited to take part in the 
Bonus Round. Alex Cotton was one of these pupils and is only 
the second pupil from Sandroyd to have reached this stage in 
the last 10 years.

Although Alex 
did not quite score 
enough marks 
to gain a Bronze 
certificate, he did 
extremely well to 
reach this stage. 
Well done, Alex!

FRENCH
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Standing on the edge of the coast something rose 
up in the distance, reaching towards the sky. I 
was fascinated, my eyes glued to the ever growing 
mountain of blue. Then I heard gasps, shrieks and 

screams, I didn’t understand the panic, to me I could stand 
here forever, mesmerised by the waves, but also I couldn’t, 
someday the cliff would collapse, someday I would reach 
old age and die like everyone else. I looked around me to 
find myself alone and that is when I freaked out, my parents 
were gone and the waves no longer looked safe and calm but 
murderous and the mountain in the distance had edged closer 
with its white horses galloping towards me. I felt like I had 
gone from slow motion to time lapse. My heart was pounding, 
but my feet were unable to move, paralysed and my eyes wide 
open, watching, unable to look away. The roaring of the waves 
grew louder, my time running out.

“These could be my last few minutes,” I told myself, “make 
them last!” I closed my eyes and thought of my family, all the 
happiness and fun we had had together, the joyful feeling of 
birthdays and Christmas washed through me, I missed those 
moments when the surprise on their faces when they opened 
their presents. I thought of all those days at school just chatting 
to my friends and laughing at jokes, “I will never feel those 
things again,” I knew my time was running out. My heart 

reminded me of a clock, each beat was a tick, or a tock. My heart 
beating, my clock ticking, tick, tock, tick, tock, tick, tock. I will 
be remembered here, in Sri Lanka and all around the world. 
One of those lives which have been lost, like many others. I 
imagined tomorrow’s news, in the headlines it will say, 

“Sri Lanka tsunami hit the southern coast of Sri Lanka 
killing many people. 26 December 2004.” In the article I will 
be mentioned. 

Suddenly my will to live grew strong, and I ran, as fast as 
I could, there, right then it was me against time, my heart 
against the clock. Each second grew shorter as my bare feet 
pounded on the rough ground. I had an enemy. I glanced to 
my right and there she was, looking back at me crying, my 
mother. Then I heard a crash the wave had reached the coast, 
time was beating me, I could have no distractions.

“One last look,” I told myself, “just one more.” But as soon as 
I glanced back I regretted it, she could not outrun the wave, 
neither could I. We would die together, drowning in the water. 
I stopped. I let time win. I let myself feel no harm in dying. 
Everyone will die in the end, so why not now? The water 
crashed around me and I said my last words, 

“I’ve lost.”

by Tatiana Welchman

News
YEAR 7

ENGLISH:

MATHS:
WHAT IS THE GREY KANGAROO?
In the early 80s a new kind of game was introduced in Australian schools: a multiple choice 
questionnaire, corrected by computer, which meant that thousands of pupils could participate at the 
same time. In 1991, two French teachers decided to start the competition in France under the name 
“Kangaroo” to pay tribute to their Australian friends. 21 European countries participate altogether, 
forming “Kangaroo without borders”.

The UKMT has been involved in Kangaroo activities for many years and uses the hour-long multiple-
choice papers as an extension to the Intermediate Challenge. Usually around 5,500 pupils from years 9, 
10 and 11 sitting the Intermediate Challenge are invited to sit either the grey or pink Kangaroo papers, 
dependent on school year. 

Fay is in Year 7 and it was therefore an outstanding achievement that she reached the Grey Kangaroo 
stage. We have just heard the news that she scored enough marks to be awarded a Merit certificate. 
These are only gained by the top 25% of GK entrants, who will be almost entirely from years 9,10 and 11. 
This achievement speaks for itself! Enormous congratulations to Fay. Her passion for this subject makes 
her a fantastic role model for others. 



REISS WORKSHOP
Year 8 Leavers had the pleasure 
of working with James Spreckley, 
Creative Director of Reiss clothing, at 
their very own fashion workshop. The 
leavers spent the day learning about 
fashion design and manufacture 
whilst developing mood boards of 
their own which helped the pupils 
create their very own fashion 
pieces. James helped the pupils 
identify trends, styles, patterns and 
concepts that later led to new pieces 
of clothing including bags, jackets, 
shoes and hats. Having James’s 
wealth of knowledge about the 
complex and multifaceted fashion 
industry, helped the pupils to identify 
creative trends, and for some of year 
8 the seed was sown regarding future 
fashion and textile education and 
employment. 

It is the 2012 Olympics in London at the Olympic stadium. In a few minutes it will 
be the sprint of all sprints where the fastest men can be named heroes. The heats 
were as tough as nails and I had just got in by milliseconds. But now was the time 
to get into the zone, slow down time, breathe every breath, my heart was pumping 

adrenaline and my body was shaking. I looked to my left followed by my right I knew the 
other competitors all wanted the glory, I could feel it. The referee was loading the pistol. 
I looked down my lane and saw the finish line shining white just a hundred metres away 
but it seemed so far. I looked at the crowd around me cheering and shouting my name 
and a bright light beamed on the track. I thought about the millions of people watching 
this event on TV. The referee held up the gun, there was silence in the crowd as they 
knew what was coming then my muscles seized at ”on your marks, get set, Go!” 

And we were off my legs seizing the ground beneath me giving me the momentum as 
I needed to have a good start. My head was rising up, now I was starting to get into my 
rhythm. All six of us where in a line, neck and neck. All the crowd were cheering. It felt 
like I had slowed down time, I felt every step and every droplet of sweat running down my 
face and the air blowing at me. We were well into the race now. I was starting to pull out in 
front, my legs where raging, unleashing the devil inside. I was breathing so hard. My arms 
were oscillating beside me. I was feeling the pressure now as I looked at my opponents 
faces which were also screaming in agony. A runner was right next to me. It was Gatlin. He 
was shorter than me but had massive thighs. We were so close that each of our feet were 
in time with each other. The line was fifteen metres away and we were really going for it 
using up all the remaining energy in our tanks. I wanted to be the fastest man in the world, 
I craved it more than anything else. At the last five meters I was leaning out, stretching 
for the finish, just praying I had won. I was so tired and exhilarated. I went to the floor 
and breathed a sigh of relief, but there was one problem, they could not see who had won 
between me and Gatlin. I really wanted to know our time. We had probably both beaten 
the world record time but who would be the fastest man in the world? Who would win the 
gold that I was so desperate for. It took some time for them to review the photo finish, my 
fingers were crossed as I listened to the crowd around me shouting our names. The judge 
announced the winner with a world record time was….. 

by Timothy Robinson

News
YEAR 8

ENGLISH:

100m Sprint Men’s Final
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Olivia Ashworth
Arrived: 2013
Destination: Bryanston
Head of Nadder House; Inspiring Dancer cup; Junior Singing cup; 
Senior Singing cup; Most inspiring girl musician; Winner of  
Salisbury Music festival in her category; Maria in Sound of Music 
mini production; Sweeney Todd; Scotch broth; Ghost Writer;  
Ernie’s incredible hallucinations; Captain of 1st Girls Cricket;  
1st Girls Netball; 1st Girls Rounders team; 1st Girls Hockey team; 
Dorset Hockey; Wessex Athletics; Long jump and 100 metres 
champion (Sports Day); Silver Salver for contribution to school life; 
All rounder Fowler-Watts cup; Form Prizes.

The list of achievements speaks for itself – no one could have 
been more worthy of gaining an all-round Scholarship to any 
senior school. Olivia joined us in Year 4 and from the word go, her 
contribution to school life was outstanding. A very caring girl with 
a golden heart, she took younger children or new pupils under her 
wing and was always on hand if anybody needed congratulating, 
cheering up or consoled. She faced her own difficulties and 
hurdles with bravery and resilience. Another side of Olivia was 
her leadership qualities, which served her well as in her role as 
Head of Nadder House and on the sports pitch. She excelled at all 
games and also on the track and captained many a team. A role 
model in class, she always gave of her best and made the most of 
the help and care she was given by her Learning Support teacher. 
She was extremely proud of her well-deserved results at Common 
Entrance. Her star shone bright on the stage and whether acting 
or singing, she has the innate ability to touch hearts. 

George Ball
Arrived: 2013
Destination: Bryanston
Head Boy; U13A Rugby; 3rd VII Hockey; 1st XI Cricket (scorer due to 
injury); orchestra; several school plays.

George has been a model pupil who was admired by his peers and 
respected by every member of the school community in his role as 
Head Boy. He always took his school work seriously and proved to 
be a competent sportsman even though his last few months were 
curtailed due to his broken arm. Ever stoic he then took up the 
mantle of 1st team scorer. George always had a smile on his face 
and looked after the younger pupils and will go down in Sandroyd 
history as the only pupil to give Mr Potter a high five! We can 
be confident that George will flourish as he steps into his new 
surroundings at Bryanston.

Miles Beckford
Arrived: 2013
Destination: Radley
U13A Rugby; 1st/2nd VII Hockey; 1st XI Football; 1st XI Cricket;  
Squash team.

No one has a bad word to say about Miles. He is popular and a good 
friend to his peers, and respected by the younger years and staff alike. 
He is a charming chap with a ready smile and a dry sense of humour. 
Miles has made an impact on the sports field and he has represented 
all the top teams across the four sports. He has developed into 
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a skilful, versatile and dependable team player, and he will be 
remembered for his speed and elusiveness on the wing in Rugby. He 
was also delighted with his hat trick against Sexeys for the 1st XI 
football team. Clearly he is a talented all-rounder. In the classroom, 
he will be remembered for winning the Bridmore Public Speaking 
for his talk on ‘The Amazon Rainforest’ and for his consistently 
committed approach to ensure that he made the grade to Radley – 
no mean achievement. His smile and humour lit up Sandroyd, and 
we will also miss his gentle manner and calming influence.

Angus Bell
Arrived: 2010
Destination: Monkton Combe
U13B Rugby/ 5th VII Hockey / 4th XI cricket (captain); Riding; 
Member of Chapel Choir; Guitarist in ‘Hammerheads’, school band 
2014-18; Plays electric guitar; Lead roles in ALL school plays / LAMDA; 
All Rounder Scholarship to Monkton Combe 2018.

Angus has excelled himself in every area of school life and 
everything has come to fruition in Year 8. His Common Entrance 
grades were outstanding and I hope he is as proud of his 
achievements as are his teachers. He will go to Monkton Combe 
with a scholarship under his belt and his head held high. As a 
budding young film director, I hope that he remembers me when 
he is in Hollywood. I have thoroughly enjoyed having Angus in my 
tutor group. He is such a happy, optimistic and determined young 
man with a great sense of fun. I wish him every success at Monkton.

Zack Bell
Arrived: 2010
Destination: Marlborough
U13A Rugby (Hooker); 3rd VII Hockey; Cricket 2nds XI (opening 
bowler); Golf (3 seed); Piano (Grade 2); French Horn; Mountain 
Biking.

Zack is very much part of the fabric of Sandroyd, having been 
with us since the Walled Garden, and following in the footsteps 
of his older sister, Poppy, in heading from here to Marlborough. 
Known to be always smiley and cheerful, Zack’s have-a-go attitude 
makes him a natural friend to many and he will be missed by 
many at Sandroyd. As well as his tremendous sporting record 
(he is a fearless hooker and excellent bowler), he also has a fine 
musical ability, although preferring to play for pleasure rather than 
performing. Marlborough is gaining a lively, imaginative, and fun 
chap, we wish him all the best there!

Maxwell Blakesley
Arrived: 2014
Destination: Ellesmere
U13A Rugby (Captain); 1st VII Hockey (Goalkeeper); 2nd XI Cricket 
(Wicketkeeper); plays the Trombone; Theatrical Tech team; loves reading.

A fierce competitor, with a total disregard for his own personal 
safety on the rugby pitch, the hockey goal or even in the final of 
the dodgeball tournament, Maxwell gives his all for the team. 
Despite the rugged exterior however, he is also a bookworm, a 
musician, and a talented technician in the Theatre, and excellent 

at understanding and encouraging younger pupils. Maxwell 
leaves us for Ellesmere College where no doubt he will continue 
to thrive on the sports front and offer so much as a committed 
boarder and natural leader.

Jamie Cooper
Arrived: 2012
Destination: Radley 
U13A Rugby; 1st VII Hockey; 1st XI Cricket; Drums (Grade 2); 
Drummer in The Hammerheads.

You would be hard pushed to find anyone as courteous, 
charming and witty as Jamie ‘Skater Boy’ Cooper. Quietly 
resolute, he is engaging company, with a passion for sports and 
a thirst for knowledge. A natural leader, he has a wide circle 
of friends who respect his judgement (which is strange as he 
supports Chelsea!) but he is often the voice of reason in more 
challenging situations. As the drummer in Sandroyd’s own 
rock band, The Hammerheads, he has helped to stir the crowds 
and get every foot tapping. Gig nights will never be the same! 
Quick to praise others but modest about his own achievements, 
he nevertheless retains a healthy competitive streak and has 
represented the school at the top level in every sport. This 
multi-talented and popular young man has a very bright future 
ahead of him and I wish him every success at Radley. 

James Drummond
Arrived: 2013
Destination: Clayesmore
U13A XIII Rugby; 4th VII Hockey; 3rd/4th XI Cricket; U13A Football 
(Vice Captain); Cross Country team.

James will be remembered for his unfailing love of football and 
of course his passion for supporting his beloved Chelsea. His 
posters, books and bags were branded with the Chelsea emblem. 
It does not take much imagination to realise that although 
James played for the 1st Rugby Team as well as ran in the Cross 
Country Team his true ability was on the football pitches and 
he had a good instinct on finding goal. James developed his 
friendships throughout his time at Sandroyd and was a caring 
and thoughtful boy, although the matrons might have felt some 
more care could have been taken in tidying his wardrobe. James 
is a boy of great potential and we wish him every success as he 
starts a new chapter of his life at Clayesmore. 

Eva Fadeeva
Arrived: 2015
Destination: Clifton College
Most improved player cup for Hockey and Netball; Hockey 2nd 
team; Cricket 2nd team; Rounders 1st team; Art Cup; Grade 1 
Drums (Distinction); Plays: Scotch Broth and Ghost Writer; Girls 
Dance Show; English and Science Prizes (Year 7); A* Grades in 
French and Mathematics Common Entrance.

Eva joined us in Year 6 and it was clear from the onset that 
this quiet and unassuming girl was a very determined young 
lady, who could achieve any goal she set herself. She really did 
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“strive to shine” in her academic subjects and her work ethic has 
been nothing but exemplary during her three years at Sandroyd. 
This hard working girl has spent every spare time studying and 
this culminated in a truly outstanding set of exam results. An 
impressive accomplishment for any student but made all the 
more impressive by the fact that English is Eva’s second language. 
Eva is a fine Artist and she could often be found in the Art 
studio, creating beautiful and creative pieces. She also enjoyed 
performing. She truly came out of her shell on the stage for plays 
or dance performances and was a talented drums player. Fiercely 
independent, she has had to learn to work as a team and in doing 
so she came in leaps and bounds on the Sporting front. She has a 
bright future ahead of her.

Edward Fuller
Arrived: 2014
Destination: Marlborough
U13A Rugby team (right wing); 1st XI Cricket team (bowler); 1st VII 
Hockey team (centre mid field); Athletics competed at Wessex in the 
relay;prior to this he has always been in the A teams for most sports; 
House Captain of Ebble.

Edward arrived in Year 5 and has come a long way in the intervening 
4 years. Academically he goes to Marlborough as 1 of the top 10 
Common Entrance candidates, which is an outstanding achievement. 
He is a keen sportsman and has been a valued member of all the 
teams that he has played for. He is also a keen rider and has competed 
for Sandroyd in the Tetrathlon. He played Mr. Cashflow in the Year 
7 play Ghostwriter to much acclaim. He will be missed but I am 
confident that he will continue to excel at Marlborough and will make 
the most of all the future opportunities that will be open to him.

Jean-Paul Hartley
Arrived: 2016
Destination: Bryanston (all-rounder scholarship)
U13A Rugby (Scrum Half); 3rd/4th VII Hockey; Cricket 1st XI  
(VC, Colours); Singing; Mountain Biking.

Jean-Paul, aka JP, joined us at the start of Year 7 from Dumpton. 
Ever an individual, JP was clear what he wanted from Sandroyd 
life and has successfully pursued it to the full. Getting straight on 
with his rugby, JP has made a name for himself as a great scrum 
half, however, it is cricket that has always been his abiding passion, 

training all year round and ultimately becoming Vice-Captain of 
our 1st XI. He has enjoyed great success in his short time with us 
most notably his all-round scholarship to Bryanston, but has kept 
many of his talents under a bushel, particularly an angelic singing 
voice, rarely employed to its full extent in Hymn practice!

Leo Iglesias
Arrived: 2015
Destination: Marlborough
U13A/B Rugby; 4th VII Hockey; 3rd XI Cricket.

Leo was one of Sandroyd’s more long standing boarders who made 
sure he gained the most out of all the activities the school had to 
offer. He developed into a competent sportsman and in particular 
enjoyed his time riding. Leo’s main passion however was Design 
and Technology where he excelled and must be commended 
for all the effort he placed in preparing for his scholarship to 
Marlborough. We wish him every success with all the new 
challenges that lie ahead.

Freddie Lee
Arrived: Autumn 2012
Destination: Marlborough
U13 B Rugby; 5th VII Hockey; 4th XI Cricket; Head Chorister; Chapel 
Choir; Bagpipes; Guitar, Singing (Grade 2); performed in excerpts 
from The Sound of Music; Riding.

Freddie is a delightful boy, popular with staff and pupils alike. 
His kind nature and impeccable manners have made him stand 
out from the crowd during his time at Sandroyd. It came as no 
surprise when he was voted Ambassador of the school whilst 
on the French trip. Freddie has thoroughly enjoyed all that the 
Creative Arts department offers, being one of the few to have 
chanter lessons which later progressed to the bagpipes. He has 
also learnt how to play the guitar and is a highly respected 
member of the Chapel choir. Freddie has grown in confidence 
over the last two years and worked extremely hard. It is a great 
credit to him that he achieved such outstanding grades from 
Marlborough. I am in no doubt that Freddie will go far in life as he 
is such an engaging young man.

Lilly Messenger
Arrived: 2016
Destination: Bryanston
Head Girl; Hockey 1st XI; Captain of Netball; Girls Cricket 1st XI.

Lilly Messenger would like it to be known that she is winning at life. 
This smart, talented young lady joined us in September 2016 and 
thank goodness she did. Without her we wouldn’t have had enough 
girls for a netball team! She loves music, but just for fun. Her stand 
out moment in year 8 was her assured yet moving speech in the 
Bridmore public speaking competition. The speech itself epitomised 
her intelligence and compassion for others, qualities which Lilly has 
in abundance. She is a natural, yet unassuming leader, with a wide 
circle of friends, helped by her quick wit and banter. Her talents also 
stretch to the sports pitches where she captained the 1st netball 
team. Yet despite abundant common sense, she still chose to be 
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a goalkeeper at hockey - madness! She has been an excellent role 
model within our tutor group and heads off to Bryanston with an 
outstanding set of Common Entrance results under her belt and a 
very promising future ahead. 

Otis Morgan
Arrived: 2016
Destination: Sherborne
U13A Rugby (Captain/colours); 1st XI Cricket (Captain/colours); 1st VII 
Hockey; Riding; Sound of Music play – Von Trapp; Cricket coaching; 
Bag pipes; Public speaking.

Otis has truly flourished at Sandroyd over the past two years. After 
finding his feet in his first year he has developed into a future 
leader who is respected by both his peers and the staff throughout 
the school. Otis has been continually busy, from captaining the 
school rugby team to competing very successfully for Sandroyd 
on a horse. A great talent on the stage, his public speaking will see 
him go far at Sherborne. He has been an excellent role model for 
the other boys in the year; learning from his mistakes and always 
striving to be his best. Otis has a wonderful sense of humour, 
exceptional manners and a real zest for life.

Raphael Murray- Browne
Arrived: 2015
Destination: Shebbear College
U13B Rugby; 5th VII Hockey; 4th XI Cricket; Drama; Music

As John Mason said, ‘You were born an original; don’t die a copy’, 
a quotation which could not be more apposite for a true character 
such as Raphy. Eschewing more conventional approaches to 
success, Raphy has nonetheless made it to the end by enterprise, 
economy of effort and no small amount of charm, achieving a 
well-deserved place at his final school of choice. Along the way, 
he was offered a Music Scholarship to Downside which, although 
ultimately not taken up, focussed his mind and enabled him to 
generally exceed the expectations of his subject tutors during a 
successful final Common Entrance. He leaves for Shebbear College 
with our best wishes, a school whose motto, ‘Ad Gloriam per 
Spinas’ (to glory through thorns) is intriguingly applicable to this 
uniquely unforgettable individual.

Gabriel Oraa
Arrived: 2016
Destination: Spain
1st/2nd VII Hockey; 3rd XI Cricket; Tennis Team.

We can count ourselves fortunate indeed to have been able to enjoy 
Gabriel’s company again as he re-joined the Sandroyd fold, albeit 
only for a single term. Having clearly lost none of his characteristic 
commitment and joie de vivre, he threw himself into school life 
with typical enthusiasm. Eschewing any thoughts of viewing 
his second stint with us as a mere vacation, he has resoundingly 
excelled both inside and outside the classroom, underlined by his 
achieving an excellent set of Common Entrance results. A true 
Sandroydian, he has undoubtedly made lifelong friendships along 
the way, and although I am unable to accurately translate ‘To Strive 

is To Shine’ into Spanish, Gabriel really does personify the school 
motto to the nth degree. We will remember this personable and 
mature young man with great fondness, and hope to hear from 
him often in the future. Que tengas un buen viaje, Gabriel!

Tim Robinson
Arrived: 2013
Destination: Marlborough
Avon House Captain; U13A XIII Rugby; 1st VII Hockey; 2nd XI 
Cricket Captain; U13A Football Team; Captain of Swimming; Cross 
Country Team; 1st Squash Team.

Tim is a very unassuming pupil who has grown in self-
confidence over recent years and has made excellent progress 
in the classroom achieving a fabulous top ten placing for 
Marlborough in his Common Entrance Exam. He has also 
grown in stature on the sports front not only playing 1st team 
for most of the sports but leading the 2nd cricket team to some 
memorable victories. Tim is also a wonderful trumpet player. He 
is a thoughtful and kind boy who will look out for the needs of 
others, traits which make him well liked amongst his peer group. 
We shall miss him but wish him every success for the future. 

Victoria Sanchez Dau
Arrived: 2017
Destination: Mexico
U13 Girls’ Netball – 2nds; U13 Girls’ Hockey – 2nds; U13 Girls’ 
Cricket – 2nds; U13 Girls’ Rounders; Piano (Grade 1); Singing 
(Grade 1); dramatic performances: Louisa in The Sound of Music.

Victoria has tickled us with her wicked sense of humour this 
year – her laughter is truly infectious! – and had all of the Year 
6 girls copying her unique version of a long barrier by the end 
of the cricket season. She really has given her all, both on the 
sports’ field and academically, and deserves the success she has 
achieved. Upstairs, Victoria has been a big character within 
the boarding house and loved by all... being a big sister to the 
younger girls, showing love and support and always able to 
put a smile on the girls’ faces (and Miss Turner’s!). We could 
always rely on Victoria to make sure everyone was wearing the 
correct outfit and if this wasn’t the case she would open up her 
wardrobe and put it right. Especially amusing were her quibbles 
with Miss Turner over laundry, vehemently insisting she had 
done everything… and five minutes later returning with more 
clothes than she could handle! Good luck, Victoria!

Kit Slim
Arrived: 2012
Destination: Sherborne
U13A Rugby; 3rd VII Hockey; 1st XI Cricket; Squash Team; Guitar.

Kit’s road to glory has been less than conventional to say the 
least. Previously inclined towards drifting with contentment 
through life whilst applying vigorous economy of effort, he 
has in his final year begun to appreciate that Roger Waters 
and Jimi Hendrix did not reach the heights he himself 
aspires to by talent and musical efficacy alone. Hard work 
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and pragmatism invariably wins the day, and Kit has added 
commitment and fortitude to his portfolio of attributes which 
largely revolved around mere aspiration. In doing so, he has 
retained his thoroughly personable and, dare one say, bohemian 
character, which is to be celebrated. The highlight of his time 
at Sandroyd – aside from various extended guitar solos for his 
beloved Hammerheads – was undoubtedly his being offered a 
Musical Exhibition to Sherborne, although his improved academic 
performance and splendid contributions on the Games Field 
equally mark him out as a versatile young man indeed. To quote 
Oscar Wilde, ‘Be yourself, Kit; everyone else is taken.’

Freddie Springett
Arrived: 2009
Destination: Sherborne
U13A Rugby; 2nd VII Hockey; 1st XI Cricket; Squash Team; Trumpet.

It seems almost churlish to categorise Freddie as an all-rounder, 
because so colourless a title fundamentally fails to assert vigorously 
enough to quite how impressively strong his overall performance 
has been. Far from being a simple Jack of all trades and master of 
none, he has excelled in almost every area of school life, from the 
classroom to the games field via the music room. A splendid set of 
Common Entrance results, including highest scorer to Sherborne 
in Physics, marks him out as ‘one to watch’ for the future. He has 
represented Sandroyd as an ever present member of the A Team 
in all major sports, although perhaps his most cherished memory 
will be as Captain of the Squash Team. That he has achieved all 
of this whilst remaining modestly unaffected speaks volumes for 
his versatility and humility. It is hard to imagine a more authentic 
embodiment of the school motto than Freddie.

Patricio Sanchez Lavalle
Arrived: 2017
Destination: Colegio Alexander Bain, Mexico City
U13B Rugby team, 4th and 5th VII Hockey, 4th XI Cricket team.

Patricio joined the Sandroyd family, for just one year, from Mexico. 
He impressed everyone with how quickly he settled in, and has 
been very popular amongst his peers. A passionate football fan, he 
was lucky enough to leave school a few days early to attend the 
World Cup. Patricio experienced the game of rugby for the first 
time whilst at Sandroyd. He picked up the rules quickly and soon 

became a regular try scorer, as well as an intimidating tackler. 
Patricio has become involved in all aspects of life at Sandroyd, 
particularly enjoying the activities put on at the weekends. He has 
been a pleasure to get to know in my tutor group and I wish him 
well as he returns home. 

Pedro Sunyer Nestares
Arrived: 2016
Destination: Retamar, Madrid, Spain
Tennis team; U13A Rugby; 4th  VII Hockey; 2nd/3rd XI Cricket; 
Electric guitar lessons this term

After returning for the summer term Pedro coped very well 
with the academic subjects and produced an encouraging set of 
Common Entrance results, which were marked here at Sandroyd. 
His spoken English also continued to impress, which will stand 
him in good stead. He ought to feel very proud of himself and all 
that he has achieved over the last two years. He was especially 
helpful at Kelly College and proved to be an excellent cook. 
He has been both polite and supportive towards the younger 
members of the tutor group, making valuable contributions in 
our discussions. I know that he will continue to flourish when he 
returns to Madrid and hope that he will keep in touch. I wish him 
well in his future studies.

Harry Thomas
Arrived: 2007
Destination: Sherborne
U13A Rugby (colours); 1st VII Hockey (Captain); 1st XI Cricket (colours); 
U13A Football; Cricket; Tennis.

Harry is one of our long-timers, a member of the Sandroyd 
community for over a decade! Joining us in the Walled Garden, 
he initially had to always wear an item of blue to distinguish him 
from his brother, Rupert. Since then he has grown in stature and 
ability, becoming very much his own man. His love of cricket is 
something of a year long obsession, certainly not just reserved 
for the summer term like some fairweather fans, it is no surprise 
to see him playing so fantastically for the 1st XI. Also enjoying 
shooting and with a lively interest in boats, Harry is, additionally, 
a fine actor when press-ganged into it. His unflustered and easy-
going manner will be very much missed at Sandroyd.

Rupert Thomas
Arrived: 2007
Destination: Sherborne
U13A Rugby (colours); Rugby 7s; 1st VII Hockey; 1st XI Cricket 
(colours); U13A Football; Tennis Captain; Cross Country, Athletics.

Rupert is one of life’s true gentleman, and respected by his peer 
group, the younger years and teachers alike. While he is Sandroyd’s 
loss, he is Sherborne’s gain. His final year has been dominated 
by his sporting achievements and we look forward to hearing 
about his exploits in the years to come. His greatest passion is for 
cricket and it was wonderful seeing him take five wickets against 
Clayesmore in his final match and also witnessing his 50 against 
Dumpton. He was also delighted with his hat trick against Sexeys 
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in football. His career at Sandroyd was also defined by a superb set 
of CE results, and he was pleased to reach the finals of both the 
Bridmore Public Speaking and Stowe Verse Competition. A true 
Sandroydian, who made the most of his time here, and we look to 
hearing about his future successes.

Jack Timmis 
Arrived: 2015
Destination: Sherborne 
U13B Rugby; 4th VII Hockey; 2nd Football; 2nd XI Cricket;  
Golf Captain; Mountain biking.

Jack’s enthusiasm and positive attitude towards life at Sandroyd is 
one of his many qualities. He has tried hard in all areas of school, 
both in the classroom and on the pitches. He achieved a strong 
set of results in the CE exams. Jack has been a valued member of 
the tutor group over the past three years, and his wit and jocular 
character will be missed. He was always at his happiest whilst 
riding his mountain bike with friends and creating new jumps or 
perfecting tricks. All the very best for the future and enjoy all the 
wonderful opportunities that come your way at Sherborne.

Percy Tylor
Arrived: 2014
Destination: Sherborne School, Lyon House
U13B Rugby; 3rd VII Hockey; 2nd XI Cricket; Biking in spare time; 
responsible for bike equipment in school.

When Percy arrived at Sandroyd he would be the first to admit 
that conforming was not easy. Full of energy, he has certainly 
made the most of Sandroyd’s grounds in his free time. His 
passion for biking has continued to grow and I hope that he 
is able to pursue this once he moves to Sherborne. Percy has 
undergone quite a change in the last few terms, recognising 
the importance of his final exams and demonstrating a mature 
approach to his studies. However, he has not lost any of his 
‘bounce’ which is a relief. There is a very kind side to Percy and 
he has a great sense of humour. Sandroyd’s corridors will miss his 
lively presence but it is time for him to move on and continue 
his journey at Sherborne.

Charlie Wallis
Arrived: 2011
Destination: Sherborne
U13A Rugby, Squash; 1st VII Hockey; 1st XI Boys Cricket; Tennis; Golf; 
Football; Hammerheads.

Charlie has really made the most of his final year at Sandroyd. He 
has represented the school at every sport at the highest level and 
is a mean Bass Guitarist – as was witnessed in the finale of every 
concert in recent years. He is an incredibly popular boy and will 
be missed when he moves onto Sherborne. His quiet demeanour 
belies a confidence in his own abilities and he is clear about what 
he aims to achieve in the medium term. Charlie is very astute 
and did especially well in the sciences at Common Entrance, this 
is testament to his diligence as much as his talent in that area. 
We wish Charlie all the very best at Sherborne and beyond – 

there is no doubt that his likeable character will make him a 
wonderfully popular work colleague and friend as he makes his 
way through life.

Francesca Wheeler 
Arrived: 2013
Destination: Sherborne Girls 
Head Girl; 1st Hockey; 1st Netball; 2nd Cricket; Tennis;  
Rounders 1st team Captain; The Sound of Music; Cello.

Francesca has excelled in the recent CE exams and her results 
were outstanding. She will be starting Sherborne Girls with 
some of the highest grades amongst her year group. Francesca’s 
positive and cheery outlook will be missed greatly by all, as she 
leaves for her new adventure at Sherborne. She has been an 
inspirational role model for the younger members of the school 
and in addition, she has demonstrated that when determined 
you can accomplish anything. All the very best to Francesca and 
whatever the future holds for you. 

Hugh Wilson
Arrived: 2008
Destination: Radley
U13B Rugby; 3rd VII Hockey; 1st Football; 2nd XI Cricket; Piano; 
Guitar; Singing (Grade 5); Head Chorister; The Hammerheads – 
lead singer; dramatic performances in: The Sound of Music, Ernie’s 
Incredible Illucinations; LAMDA.

Hugh has taken advantage of all the opportunities Sandroyd 
has had to offer him: a keen sportsman, an able dramatist and 
– arguably, one of the most impressive of all – his dedication as 
lead singer in The Hammerheads! From the conception of the 
band in Year 5, to their final performance at Sandroyd in Year 8, 
they have captivated their audiences and leave behind a legacy. 
But Hugh is not only a rocker – his talents extend to his singing 
in the Choir as Head Chorister and a superb performance as 
Frederik in ‘The Sound of Music’ excerpts. Hugh has overcome 
adversity, achieving a fantastic set of results in his CE exams. 
There is no doubt that Hugh will thrive in whichever direction 
he heads – good luck!

Ricky Xu
Arrived: 2017
Destination: Sherborne
U13B Rugby; 5th VII Hockey; 4th XI Cricket.

Ricky did very well to get a music scholarship to Sherborne 
and at his test he was said to play with great maturity. I have 
enjoyed hearing him play both the clarinet and piano at the 
various school concerts. He has thrown himself into various 
different aspects of school life but can mostly be found in the 
computer room, or using an iPod. Although he has only been 
here a year, he has made a significant impact, particularly in the 
music department, where his playing will be sadly missed. He 
goes to Sherborne with a great set of Common Entrance results, 
particularly in maths and science. He will no doubt be an asset 
to his new school, particularly in the music department.
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Year 8 Trip

Kelly
College
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Kelly
College



YEAR 5 TRIP TO PGL
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Swallows and AmazonsYear 4 Trip

I loved every minute of Swallows and Amazons.

Violet Irwin

Dr Hasler gave me some marshmallows to cook. It was so delicious!
Matthew Zhang

We were very excited, we were going camping.  
I was in a tent with Daisy, Poppy, Freya and Jemima.

Flora Simpson Gee

We went to Moors Valley on the play trail.  We went on some 
awesome climbing equipment. My favourite was the eagle.

Delilah Welchman

We sat round the fire and told jokes, roasted 
marshmallows and laughed a lot. Alfred Hunt We went back to the campsite and played games.  We played rounders, but I was playing something different.Laura Wilde

We went to sleep, but noone got any sleep because 
Alfred was saying ‘Move up!’. Alex Buczacki

Then it was bedtime. Our tent was very noisy.
Poppy Jones



“The abseiling 
was my favourite 
activity. At the 
beginning I was 
terrified but by 
the end I really 
enjoyed it and 
wanted another 
go.” Rebekka

“Tunnel Trail 
was really 
challenging 
because I get 
claustrophobic 
but I still 
completed it.”
Alfie

“I really liked the survival 
skills. We learned to make 
fire and shelters.” Milo

“The food was really 
good and I liked the 
process of how you got 
your food.” Amelia“I enjoyed kayaking the most; I overcame 

my fear of jumping into the water.” Lily

“There was always something cool to do.” Violet

“Jacob’s Ladder was awesome because working as a team is fun.” Pia

YEAR 5 TRIP TO PGL
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Swallows and Amazons
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Year 7 Trip

Residential 
trip to France

The year 7s left at 4.40am for the 
annual French trip to Maison 
Claire Fontaine (MCF) in 
Burgundy.

We drove up to Kent to catch Le Shuttle 
under the Channel before the trek along 
the autoroutes to our destination in the 
peaceful hills of Burgundy. 

We, the staff were pleasantly surprised 
that the children had brought high 
standards and manners with them, 
behaving extremely well at every stop 
along the way and even producing our 
first ‘Quote of the Day’ with Eliza Stocker 
asking “Do we have any napkins to go with 
the packed lunch?”

We arrived at MCF bang on time and 
had our briefing. Jack and Caspar unpacked 
incredibly neatly (taught well by Nida and 
Sarah) but I’ll be surprised if the shelf looks 
anything like the same at the end of the 
week.

We feasted on salad, followed by 
Spaghetti Bolognese and everyone burnt 
off plenty of excess energy after dinner 
with rugby, football, table tennis and table 
football all proving popular.

After a warm and stormy night, we woke 
up to a cool grey morning. Many slept 
deeply after a day of travelling, but some 
of the boys seemingly hadn’t burnt off all 
of their energy the evening before and 
were up at the crack of dawn. With beds 
and dorms ‘Tilly’ tidy, we all feasted on a 
lovely breakfast and then some free time. 
They were then split into groups with each 

group making mosaics and learning about 
the local area and its specialities as well 
a quick fire quiz based around the finer 
points of French number plates. After a 
hearty lunch, by which time the sun was 
out, the children were issued their €35 and 
we headed off to the local medieval town 
of Vézelay. The children made their way 
through the town up to the Basillica which 
houses a relic of Mary Magdalene. Along 
the way they had to answer questions 
and find information from maps, signs 
and members of the public. At the top 
of the hill we visited one of important 
resting places of pilgrims following the 
route to Santiago de Compostela marked 
by scallop shells in the road. After a short 
break, near the spot where the Second 
Crusade was preached, the children made 
their own pilgrimage to ice cream shops 
before the bus ride back to Maison Claire 
Fontaine. A pétanque competition took 
place after dinner, but it was the puzzle 
building competition which really saw the 
competitive spirit come out – never before 
has such importance been placed on the 
finding of Mont St. Michel! 

After another nights sleep, half of 
the children went to a nearby forest 
for a morning in the trees provided by 
the company which inspired ‘Go Ape’, 
meanwhile the other half stayed at Maison 
Claire Fontaine to practise their archery 
in French – perfect given that Year 7 have 
been studying the Agincourt campaign 
this term in History. The tree climbing was 
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an excellent challenge for those who were 
a little nervous at height but everyone did 
incredibly well and thoroughly enjoyed 
themselves. The best shot in the archery 
was Fiennes Harris although he wasn’t 
able to beat Sandroyd’s record of 49 points. 
After turkey curry for dinner the second 
round of the pétanque competition was 
held while Olivia, Freya, Lily and Minna 
became the fastest team from any school to 
complete the jigsaw puzzle of France – 21 
minutes and 53 seconds for 250 pieces! 

Another busy day today in Burgundy… 
a morning of baking ‘tartes aux pommes’ 
and singing French songs followed by an 
afternoon visit to a local château with a 
controversial past. There was much stirring 
and finger dipping in the bid for the best 
tarte. The staff judged the prettiest and 
best baked tartes and Pablo, Rufus, Benji 
and Erik made the best tarte and Olivia, 
Lily, Eliza and Lily-Rose baked the best 
presented tarte. After lunch we headed to 
the Château de Bussy Rabutin and learnt 
about the court of Louis XIV and how the 
‘affairs’ of his court led to the château’s 
original owner being exiled from court. 
The children were given a team challenge 
which involved memorising a question in 
French and dashing through a yew maze 
and collecting the answer card in the 
middle before dashing back and handing 
over to their team mates. After exiting 
through the gift-shop we all headed back 
to prepare for dinner and this evening’s 
disco. After a quick spruce up we all headed 
downstairs for an hour or so of dancing 
and putting into practice the French songs 
the children had learnt earlier.

Today got off to a great start with 
the extra treat of pains au chocolat for 
breakfast (a sweetener for some ahead of 
escargots at dinner!). Food was very much 

a theme of the day as we headed to the 
market in Vermenton so that the children 
could purchase their own lunch. They 
wandered the market testing their French 
by sampling charcuterie and cheese before 
buying everything they needed to create 
a feast back at Maison Claire Fontaine. At 
MCF each group had 30 minutes to arrange 
their food in the most appetising manner 
and practise describing their menu. We 
had stuffed melons, towers of waffles and 
treats hidden in bread rolls as well as some 
excellent presentation of menus. After 
some free time each group spent just over 
an hour creating a short skit about an 
activity they had done during the previous 
few days with hilarious jokes based on 
archery and cough medicine mixed into 
the mix for baking. Once the dorms were 
tidy and bags were packed we all settled 
down for dinner which began with a 
starter of escargots - the regional speciality. 
Everyone had one without exception 
although not everyone was keen on them. 
To round off the week, the MCF team 
presented prizes for the teams which had 
won the archery, pétanque, puzzle, baking 
and menu competitions and awarded 
special prizes to three ‘ambassadors’ - 
children who had made a great effort to 
use and improve their French, who had 
been extremely helpful and polite and 
who had represented Sandroyd in the best 
light during the week at MCF. Lily, Xander 
and Fredo were very deserved and popular 
winners - well done! We then watched 
Tin Tin, before retiring to bed ready for 
a 3:45am wakeup call and the coach trip 
home. Such a great week was only made 
possible by the hard work of Alex and Marc 
and their team at Maison Claire Fontaine 
and of course the planning and hard work 
of Mme Bradbury - thank you!
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from the Art Studio!News
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Art Studio! This term we 
started to have 
our specialist Art 
lessons with Miss 

Finn in the new Art studio. 
Year 4 have been learning to use 
paper mâché to create Ancient Greek 
masks for their Performing Arts classes, 
and Year 5 have been creating a large 
scale textiles mural with drawn motifs 
and embroidery details in their Religion 
Through Art:Strive weekly sessions. Year 
3 and Year 6 have been drawing animals, 
with children in Year 6 using wire and 
textiles for their 3D insects and creature 
models. Our senior children have been 
focusing on portraits and food art, 
with the highlight being our famous 
Doughnut drawing challenge!

Miss Finn would like to thank all the staff 
and parents who kindly donated materials 
to the Art department.



Sports
Riding & Shooting
Coote Cup for Best Rider Arte Morgan
de Rooze Pelet Cup  
for Most Improved Rider

Angus Bell

Shield for Best Senior Show Jumper Issie Best
Shield for Best Junior Show Jumper Poppy Jones
Bronze Trophy  
for Senior Stable-Management

Ferne Evans

Mayo Cup  
for House Shooting Champion

Wylye

Cup for Senior Pistol Shooting Issie Best
Cup for Junior Pistol Shooting James Fuller
Rugby & Hockey
William Stinton Cup  
for Most Improved 1st XV Player

Zack Bell &  
Tim Robinson

Baker Endeavour Tankard  
for Most Improved Colts Player

Jamie Garcia Cervera

Donner House Cup for Rugby Ebble
Mills Cup for Captain of Boys’ Games Otis Morgan
Jones Cup for Most Improved 
Senior Hockey Player

Scarlett Heath Martin

Cup for Most Improved Junior 
Hockey Player

Martha Kennedy

Cup for Captain of Girls’ Games Olivia Ashworth

General
Cookery Cup Lily Mitchell
Stoop Pet Club Cup Jack Ramsay

Head Boy’s Hunter Captain’s Cup James Fuller
Head Girl’s Cup Rebekka Hurley

Special Cups & Awards
Adam Fowler-Watt Cup  
for Most Senior Alphas

Olivia Ashworth

Adam Fowler-Watt Cup  
for Most Junior Alphas

Pia Zing

Harry Lane Cup for Citizenship Freddie Lee
Brooks House Challenge Cup Nadder

Cups and Awards

Academic
Lloyd-Davies Art Cup Eva Fadeeva 

Ferne Evans
Senior Bridmore Cup  
for Public Speaking

Otis Morgan

Junior Bridmore Cup  
for Public Speaking

James Fuller

Cup for French Speaking Lilly Messenger
Cup for Strive Xander Bird
Librarian’s Cup Ivor Akers Douglas 

Douglas Page 
Natalie Galloway

Standish House Cup  
for General Knowledge

Milo Stoddart

Performing Arts
Jasper Credland Cup  
for Most Improved Musician

Lily Zingg (singing & 
trombone)

Eden Cup for Senior Singing Hugh Wilson
Hewetson Cup for Junior Singing Ella Harvey
George Stinton Cup  
for String Players

George Ball (violin)

Syer Cup  
for Senior Ensemble

Kit Slim (Swing band, 
Hammerheads) 
Jack Ramsay (Choir, 
Swing Band & Woodwind 
Group)

Syer Shield  
for Junior Ensemble

Alex Biddulph (Choir, 
Swing Band, Yr 6 Band)

Elizabeth Ponsonby Cup  
for Most Inspiring Girl Musician

Olivia Ashworth 
(Singing,Choir, Drama)

Headmaster’s Music Cup  
for Contribution to School Music

Fay Feng

Lauren Hinsley Cup  
for Most Inspired Dancer

Toby Wilde &  
William Bullen

Julia Aggett Cup for Ballet & Dance Olivia Dowling
Sandroyd Cup for Dance Holly Irving
Wilde Cup for Drama Angus Bell
Junior Drama Cup Zack Harrison
Headmaster’s Award for 
Contribution to the Performing Arts

Freya Jones

Practice Awards Douglas Page  
(piano & violin) 
Rory McGregor  
(singing & chanter) 
Jamie Cooper (drum kit) 
Amelia Whitbread 
(clarinet & drum)

Christmas 2017
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Sports
Hockey
House Hockey Cup Ebble
Jones Cup  
for Most Improved Hockey Player

Harry Thomas

Cup for Most Improved Junior 
Hockey Player

Jaime Garcia 

Football
Garnett House Football Cup Nadder
Cross Country 
Wilkinson House Cross Country Cup Ebble
Cross Country Cup  
for Best Boy Runner

Otis Irwin

Georgie Lane Cross Country Cup  
for Best Girl Runner

Issie Best

Riding
Coote Cup for Best Rider Wilf Jones
de Rooze Pelet Cup  
for Most Improved Rider

Bella Wilde

Shield for Best Senior Show Jumper Arte Morgan 
Shield for Best Junior Show Jumper Poppy Jones
Netball
Cup for Most Improved Senior 
Netball Player

Eva Fadeeva

Cup for Most Improved Junior 
Netball Player

Sophie Welch

House Netball Cup Nadder
Fencing
Fencing Awards Boris Fentham Fletcher 

Edward Anderson
Table Tennis
Y7 and Y8 Boys Arthur Moore
Y7 and Y8 Girls Minna Guthrie
Bats 
Y5 and Y6 Boys Frank Allfrey
Y5 and Y6 Girls Sophie Welch
Y3 and Y4 Boys Sandy Evans
Y3 and Y4 Girls Laura Wilde

General
Mills Cup for Captain of Girls’ Games Lilly Messenger
Cup for the Captain of Boys Games Harry Thomas
Head Boy’s Hunter Captain’s Cup Ivo Akers Douglas
Head Girl’s Cup Peggy Davies

House Awards
Inter Tutor Group Dodgeball Cup 
Final: Mr Webster v Mr Cartwright

Mr Cartwright

Final Alphas
1. NADDER 1570  2. EBBLE 1527  3. AVON 1495  4. WYLYE 1414

Academic
Science Award
Science Blue Planet Essay 
Competition (book and card)

Angus Bell

Runners Up (cards) Hugh Wilson, 
Jamie Cooper, 
Francesca Wheeler, 
Victoria Sanchez, 
Jemima Hodgkinson, 
Oriana Bowater &  
Flora Simpson Gee

Junior Primary Maths Challenge Alex Cotton

The Arts
Performing Arts
Jasper Credland Cup  
for Most Improved Musician

Kitty Prior

Eden Cup for Senior Singing Eliza Stocker
Hewetson Cup for Junior Singing Bella Wilde
Stinton Cup for String Player Seb Buczacki
Syer Cup for Senior Ensemble Alex Cotton
Syer Shield for Junior Ensemble Tilly Bell
Elizabeth Ponsonby Cup  
for Most Improved Girl Musician

Natalie Galloway

Music Cup for Endeavour Jack Ramsay
Wilde Cup for Drama Zoe Quaite &  

Siegfred Johnsen
Julia Aggett Cup for Ballet & Dance Freya Jones
Sandroyd Dance Cup Jemima Hodgkinson
Stowe Verse Speaking
Junior Winner Kitty Prior
Senior Winner JP Hartley
Art
Junior Art Prize Charlie Dineley 
Senior Art Prize Victoria Zabala
Lloyd Davies Art Cup Bella Tylor

Special Awards
Harry Lane Cup  
for Citizenship

Bella Smith-Bingham & 
Angus Bell

Adam Fowler Watt Cup for All-rounder Sophie Welch
Junior Fowler Watt Cup Maria de Vicente Tutor
Millennium Silver Salver  
for Best Representing the School in 
the Wider Community

Olivia Ashworth

Spring 2018



Cricket & Rounders
Hunt Batting Cup for Cricket Freddie Springett
Gell Bowling Cup for Cricket Rupert Thomas
Methuen Fielding Cup for Cricket Charlie Wallis
Eden Shield for All-Round Cricketer Harry Thomas
Essington-Boulton House Cricket Cup Ebble
Bowling Cup for Rounders Olivia Ashworth
Special Sports Prizes
Athletics Victor Ludorum Cup Freddie Springett
Athletics Victrix Ludorum Cup Olivia Ashworth
House Athletics Cup Avon
Lloyd-Edwards Cup for Senior All-
Round Sportsman

Freddie Springett

Cup for Senior All-Round 
Sportswoman

Olivia Ashworth

Fathers and Sons Sandroyd Putter Charlie Wallis

Special Cups & Awards
Standish Cup Zack Bell 
Headmaster’s Cup for Perseverance James Drummond
Hunter Captain’s Cup for Head Boy George Ball
Cup for Head Girl Lilly Messenger &  

Francesca Wheeler
Parfitt Prize for Outstanding 
Academic Achievement 

Francesca Wheeler

Orchard Prize for Achieving 
Success and Overcoming Adversity

George Ball

Fiennes Silver Salver  
for the Pupil who has made the 
most of his/her Physical Abilities

Harry Thomas

Cook Kukri  
for the Pupil who has gained most 
from the Leavers’ Programme

Victoria Sanchez

Leach Cup  
for the Pupil who has Improved the 
most in Sport and Academic Work

Eva Fadeeva

Jane Traill Trophy  
for Community Service

Freddie Lee

Woodhouse Tankard  
for a Pupil who has gained Success 
with the Support of the LSU

Angus Bell

Gold Mountbatten Medallion  
for Effort & Achievement

Jack Timmis

Thompson ‘Good Egg’ Cup Jamie Cooper
Brewer Headmaster’s Cup  
for Contribution to School Life

Miles Beckford

Brooks House Challenge Cup Nadder

Academic
French, Geography and Art Prizes Eva Fadeeva
Maths and Science Prizes Freddie Springett
French and History Prizes Kit Slim
Languages and D & T Prizes Lilly Messenger
English Prizes Edward Fuller, 

Jack Timmis &  
Angus Bell

Mathematics Prizes Freddie Lee &  
Olivia Ashworth

Science Prizes Jean-Paul Hartley &  
Percy Tylor

French Prize Miles Beckford
Digital Learning Prize Raphael Murray-Brown
The Dugdale Cup for English Lilly Messenger
The Neish Cup for Science Tim Robinson
The Brisbane Laurels for Latin Jamie Cooper
The Sutcliffe Cup for D & T Patricio Sanchez Lavalle 

Performing Arts
Jasper Credland Cup  
for Most Improved Musician

Hugh Wilson

Head Chorister Medals Hugh Wilson &  
Olivia Ashworth

Eden Singing Cup Olivia Ashworth
Syer Cup for Senior Ensemble Hammerheads
Fuller Salver for Excellence in Music Ricky Xu
Wilde Cup for Drama Francesca Wheeler

Sports
Swimming
Young Cup for Backstroke Jack Timmis
Hornby Cup for Breaststroke Jamie Cooper
Stevens Cup for Butterfly Pedro Sunyer
Barlow Cup for Freestyle Francesca Wheeler
Packshaw Cup for House Relay Wylye
Rothschild House Swimming Cup Nadder
Whitcombe Cup  
for Most Improved Swimmer

Issie Best

Kellie Silver Salver  
for Captain of Swimming

Tim Robinson

Golf
Golf Cup Jack Timmis

Leavers’ 
Prize-Giving 
July 2018



Sports
Riding & Shooting
Coote Cup for Best Rider Wilf Jones
de Rooze-Pelet Cup  
for Most Improved Rider

Harry Simpson Gee

Bronze Trophy  
for Stable Management

Henry Johnsen

Senior Show-Jumping Shield Arte Morgan
Junior Show-Jumping Shield Poppy Jones
Simon Clark Cup for Shooting Zoe Quaite &  

Sophie Welch
Cricket
Junior Boys Bowling Cup James Fuller
Junior Boys Fielding Cup Josh Harrison
Senior Girls Fielding Cup Bella Simpson Gee
Senior Girls Batting Cup Issie Best
Junior Girls Batting Cup Bella Tylor
Junior Girls Bowling Cup Matilda Thomasin-

Foster
Junior Girls Fielding Cup Ella Harvey
Special Sports Prizes
Whitcombe Cup  
for Most Improved Swimmer

Eson Pu

Campbell Cup  
for Junior All-Round Sportsman

James Fuller

Cup for Junior All-Round 
Sportswoman

Bella Smith-Bingham

Special Awards
Gardening Cup Amelia Blatchford
Adam Fowler-Watt Cup  
for Senior Alphas

Douglas Page

Adam Fowler-Watt Cup  
for Junior Alphas

Pia Zingg

Harry Lane Cup for Citizenship Isabel Tennenbaum
Mountbatten Silver Medallion for 
Outstanding Effort and Achievement

James Fuller

Mountbatten Bronze Medallion for 
Outstanding Effort and Achievement

Alfred Hunt

Academic
Year 7 Form Prizes Douglas Page,  

Olivia Dowling &  
Wilf Jones 

Year 6 Form Prizes Alex Cotton,  
Victoria Zabala Galatas 
& Siegfred Johnsen

Year 5 Form Prizes Amelia Whitbread & 
Rebekka Hurley

Year 4 Form Prizes Tie Woods &  
Violet Irwin

Year 3 Form Prizes Rafe Williams &  
Hector McGregor

Ferguson Cup for Mathematics Fay Feng
Lloyd-Davies Art Cup Freddie Shiel
Yates-Johnson Art Trophy Ferne Evans
Junior Design & Technology Cup Martha Kennedy
Harry Richards Cup for Art and D&T Wilf Jones
Art Prizes Bella Tylor,  

Fred Wolseley Brinton 
& Oriana Bowater

Library Prizes Douglas Page 

Performing Arts
George Stinton Cup for String Player Douglas Page
Elizabeth Ponsonby Cup  
for Most Inspiring Girl Musician

Tatiana Welchman

Hewetson Cup for Junior Singing Amelia Blomfield
Syer Shield for Junior Ensemble Woodwind Group
Music Cup for Excellence Natalie Galloway
David Howes Music Award Alex Biddulph
Mossop Kukri  
for Contribution to School Music

Jack Ramsay

Sommerville Shield  
for Technical Support

Caspar Edwards

Lauren Hinsley Cup  
for Most Inspired Dancer

Zander Lacy-Smith & 
Pedro Herran

Julia Aggett Cup for Dance & Ballet Freya Jones
Sandroyd Cup for Dance Olivia Dowling

Summer 2018
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Junior Finals
Year 3

WINNER (OVERALL JUNIOR WINNER)
Kitty Prior – Conversation Piece by Gareth Owen
Finalist
Sam Irving – Holidays by Anon

Year 4
WINNER
Delilah Welchman – The Scorpion by Roald Dahl
Finalists
Violet Irwin – I Didn’t Mean To by Elizabeth Chorley
Sandy Evans – The Lion by Roald Dahl
Oriana Bowater – A Boys Song by James Hogg

Year 5
WINNER
William Ramsay – The Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll
Finalists
Alfie Miles – At Nine of the Night by Charles Causley
Alice Dineley – Sick by Shel Silverstein
Zack Harrison – The Shark by Lord Alfred Douglas

Year 6
WINNER
Sophie Welch – Funeral Blues by WH Auden
Finalists
George Shaw-Porter – My Sister Thinks I’m Hopeless by Valerie Bloom
Alex Biddulph – Geography Lesson by Brian Patten
Ivo Akers-Douglas – Do Not Go Gentle into that Goodnight  
by Dylan Thomas
Martha Kennedy – Letters to the Three Pigs by Clare Bevan
Josh Harrison – The World by William Brighty Rands

Senior Finals
Year 7

WINNER
Douglas Page – Strange Hells by Ivor Gurney 
Finalists
Jack Ramsay – Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll 
Freya Jones – The Elephant Child by Sue Cowling 
Otis Irwin – If by Rudyard Kipling 
Fay Feng – Lights Out by Edward Thomas 
Arte Morgan – The Dark by James Carter 
Isla Prior – Divorced by Anna Wickham

Year 8
WINNERS
JP Hartley – The Pig by Roald Dahl (OVERALL SENIOR WINNER)
Victoria Sanchez – Border by Gillian Clarke
Finalists
Hugh Wilson – My Orcha’d at Linden Lea by William Barnes 
Eva Fadeeva – Remembrance by Alexandr Sergeevich Pushkin 
Olivia Ashworth – Daffodils by William Wordsworth
Rupert Thomas – Greedy Dog by James Hurley

The Stowe
Verse Speaking

March 2018
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A Greek 
Tale

Year 4 Drama



Jack and the
Multi-coloured
Beanstalk
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Year 5 Drama



BOURBONS
AND OTHER

CRACKERS

Year 6 Drama
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Autumn Term
Sport

1st TEAM RUGBY 

The under 13 A’s completed an excellent season with a 
win over Forres Sandle Manor which completed their 
season with an impressive record of played 15, won 11, 
lost 3 with one draw. The season started with a tour to 

the South West and the team produced solid displays in beating 
Mount Kelly, King’s Hill Taunton and All Hallows which added 
to a draw against Taunton Prep. With JP-Hartley and captain 
Otis Morgan key figures at scrum half and fly-half the team 
found a basis from which to play and the centre partnership of 
Freddie Springett and Kit Slim seemed to be a relationship that 
would promise many tries. Leo Iglesias looked competent at 
second row until he received an injury that would keep him on 
the side lines for a few weeks.  

Following the tour, the team produced comfortable wins over 
Perrot Hill where Zack Bell and George Ball produced some 
excellent work in the tight and victory over Hazlegrove was 
very impressive where the back three of Charlie Wallis, Tim 
Robinson and Ed Fuller managed to cut free and find space in 
the defence. Sandroyd then played a much fancied Sherborne 
side and won the game 30-25. Sandroyd in truth were cruising 
thanks to some powerful running from Maxwell Blakesley, 
James Drummond and Fima Baksheev but Sherborne scored 
three tries in the last ten minutes which gave the team a 
valuable lesson to play for the full 50 minutes.

Monkton saw the first defeat of the season in an 
epic match with Sandroyd, losing by just one try but it 
did highlight to both Harry and Rupert Thomas their 
continued growth as players where they scored tries 
from the half way line, bursting through numerous 
defenders. Sandroyd defeated Dauntsey’s before half 
term with Jamie Cooper finishing off the try of the 
season which was a real team effort. 

Following half term Sandroyd created history by winning 30-
10 to claim a victory for the first time in over a decade against 
Port Regis. They backed this up with a good victory over Chafyn 
Grove where Miles Beckford, Patricio Sanchez Lavalle and Jack 
Timmis all added extra impetus from the B team. There were 
two close defeats against Dumpton and Farleigh but the final 
victory over Forres Sandle Manor was a great way to cap off an 
exceptional season that owed everything to an incredible team 
ethos where each player put his own personal glory to one side 
for the greater good of the team. 

Colours awarded to: Otis Morgan, Kit Slim, Harry Thomas, 
Rupert Thomas, Maxwell Blakesley and Freddie Springett.
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RUGBY OVERVIEW
At the beginning of term the coaches sat down and worked 
through each team and thought about our group targets and 
objectives. The overarching theme was best summarised in one 
word... progress. 

Win, lose or draw each team’s objective was to be a better squad 
of players in December compared to September. When we sit 
back and reflect on our individual seasons, this objective has been 
achieved and as ever we all wished for more matches or to replay 
those that hadn’t gone perfectly. Each and every boy in school was 
involved in competitive matches and had the honour of doing 
something only a handful can ever do each year. Wearing the 
famous purple of Sandroyd. 

Amongst many wonderful performances in victory and defeat, 
there were some notable moments that must be mentioned. For 
the first time in many years, the under 12s and under 13s both 
travelled to Port Regis and left victors. The under 10s had a season 
that the record books may not look kindly upon, but their tenacity 
and effort for each and every match was the spirit of Sandroyd 
personified. The under 8s already show a huge amount of promise 
for next year with their passing and running skills with the under 
9s first outing into contact rugby was wonderful to watch, seeing 
so many brave boys putting their body on the line for the first time 
and the Colts had many great results.

Many were inspired by the visit of Alex Payne’s wonderful talk 
about living with lions of the rugby variety. One other less inspiring 
nugget from that talk was the tradition of throwing the coach into 
swimming pool if the first team beat Port Regis. Traditions are 

wonderful things to behold, but some 
are rather soggy! 

For those statisticians out there, 
Sandroyd won more matches than 
they lost, winning nearly 60% of all 
fixtures in all age groups. A truly 
superb effort for a small prep school. 

Lastly, I cannot finish without 
mentioning personally the year 8 
boys. They epitomised everything 
that is good about Sandroyd rugby. 
Fearless, brave, exciting, unified 
and humble. Winning is every 
Sandroydians dream but how 
you play the game can be more 
important at this age. They played 
with maximum effort and a smile 
on their face. They will leave 
Sandroyd better players and with 
many wonderful memories.

GIRLS HOCKEY OVERVIEW
The highlight of the Hockey season was perhaps the U12s 
qualifying for the IAPS National Hockey Event. Each of the 
games was ten minutes long which meant for high energy 
and quickly moving play. The girls played superbly and came 
up against some strong competition. The final result was 3rd 
in the Bowl Competition, 11th out of 28 teams. At no point 
can the girls be faulted in their performance, sportsmanship 
and resilience on the day. They gave everything to each game, 
showed absolute resolve, determination and camaraderie from 
the moment we left Sandroyd. 

In the U11, U10, U9 and U8 hockey we also had some truly 
fantastic moments throughout the season, with some matches 
being won with margins of 5 goals or more! The U11 girls had 
a triumphant visit to Bryanston’s Annual Tournament which 
saw the girls finish in the highest position in Sandroyd history 
- 2nd in their pool! The U9 girls also had great success within 
the Sandroyd Hockey Festival finishing 2nd overall. All in all 
we had many more wins than losses within all of the different 
girls’ teams and they should be very proud of their team work. 
Throughout the season every girl has developed her skill set be 
it in defence, attack or stick control. The girls have stopped at 
nothing and this has been reflected in the scores as well as the 
wonderful attitude on and off the pitch. 

1st TEAM GIRLS HOCKEY 
Played: 26   Won: 14   Drew: 7   Goals For: 83   Goals Against: 39

After a slow start we settled into our positions and 
apart from tough games against FSM and Chafyn 
Grove we have had the most amazing season of 
hockey. Playing in several tournaments meant 

we got lots of game time to hone our skills. Throughout the 
season we worked hard on the basics and on our short corners 
so we could capitalize when the opportunities arose. Our 
season finished off with a great tour to Cornwall for a long 
weekend where we beat Truro Hockey Club and got the netball 
season off to a good start.  

During this season there was hard work, determination and 
team-work but most of all we wanted it so we went out and 
got it! 
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Spring Term
Sport

1st TEAM BOYS HOCKEY

The boys hockey season started with an excellent tour 
down to Cornwall at the end of the autumn term. 
It was a chance for the boys to show what they had 
to offer and for Mr Snell and Mr Blomfield to see 

a number of combinations. After a couple of good matches 
against Truro Hockey Club and Truro School, we left Cornwall 
with spirits high and a positive atmosphere ready for the Lent 
term. 

The season was a successful one, with the boys winning more 
than they lost. The highlight of the season was getting to the 
final of the plate at IAPS, although losing to Chafyn, it was an 
excellent day and the boys showed what a strong team they 
were. 

Mentions must go to Harry Thomas who captained the side 
extremely well, always leading from the front. Harry's low 
tackling and high ball speed was a challenge for any team we 
played. Rupert playing alongside his brother and Maxwell in 
goal, meant that it was incredibly difficult for teams to score 
against us. The team had an ethos whereby the opposition were 
going to have to work hard for their rewards, there were no easy 
goals on offer. 

Morgan and Wallis also played pivotal roles in many of the 
games. These boys were supported nicely by the young guns, 
Archie W-B and Kit B, who gained some valuable experience 
looking towards their final year. 

It was a most enjoyable year and the boys were enthusiastic, 
eager and ever improving. 

Well done all. 

NETBALL OVERVIEW
Despite the snow, hail, wind and rain this term, the girls have 
had a hugely positive season in Netball. With some early wins 
under their belts they all had much to look forward to and 
continued to strive hard throughout the season. The girls had 
many more wins than losses over all which is a wonderful 
achievement. They have all shown outstanding teamwork 
throughout the term, supporting each other when necessary 
and learning new skills along the way. The importance of 
marking tight, watching the ball and receiving the ball on the 
move were cemented within all the teams. The U11, U10, U9 and 
U8 teams certainly show great potential for the future. All of 
the girls should be proud of their achievements this term and 
we are looking forward to next season – well done girls!

1st AND 2nd TEAM NETBALL
This report is combined on the 1st and 2nd team as they 
have overlapped all season and they are seen as 1 great team! 
The girls played superb netball and showed great netball 
skills. Some of the girls had the opportunity to go on Netball 
Tour where they were seen as the unknown underdogs of 
the tournament. The girls fought well to achieve 3rd place 
and also came 2nd place in the umpires choice award for 
excellent sportsmanship! 

The girls also played in a tournament at Dumpton and 
secured 3rd place taking home another well deserved medal.

Scoring more goals than we let in over the season I feel is a 
fantastic result and shows the determination from the whole 
team! 

BOYS HOCKEY OVERVIEW
This season once again every boy had the opportunity 
to play in a hockey team as we had a total of 12 teams, 
including 6 senior teams. The boys had a tough season 
and came up against some strong competition however 
noticeable seasonal performances came from the 2nds who 
won all but one match and the 5ths who had an unbeaten 
season including an impressive 6-4 win against Hazlegrove. 
The U11As were plate finalist as IAPS which is a great team 
achievement. The u11B team also had some very big wins 
against All Hallows, Clayesmore and Perrott Hill. In the u10 
and u9 teams the boys worked tirelessly all season and in 
the u10 deservedly won the last match of season against 
Perrott Hill. The u8s showed great promise, after losing the 
first 2 matches narrowly they went on to win the remaining 
6 games. Overall it was a very rewarding season for Sandroyd 
in hockey with many players developing their skills 
throughout the term. 
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RIDINGFOOTBALL OVERVIEW

U13 teams played 5, won 4
U12A played 2, won 2

U11 teams played 6, won 3
U10 played 2, won 1

Football is still a game that divides opinion, including here 
at Sandroyd, but its benefits are many. It is a fast, open game 
with relatively simple rules that small groups of any ability can 
enjoy – one of the reasons you see so many Sandroyd children 
playing it at break time. It’s easier to master than hockey and 
yet doesn’t need the power or brawn of rugby. It is one of our 
most popular Monday afternoon ‘activities’ all year round and 
involves boys and girls of all ages. During winter, the latter 
particularly enjoy the opportunity to don football boots and 
get muddy too! Squeezing competitive games in and around 
hockey and cross-country fixtures during the Spring Term can 
be a challenge but, despite the weather, we managed to play a 
number of fixtures against a range of opposition and across a 
span of age-groups. 

Our first fixtures of the term came against Perrott Hill, where 
most teams recorded successes but the U11s showed strength 
in depth by fielding two strong teams. Strength counted again 
when, after a long bus journey, the U11A team put on a great 
performance to beat QEH 2-1. Although the rest of the sides 
were defeated, the standard of football was good throughout 
and matches were closely fought affairs.

Matches against Port Regis are always hard-fought and this 
proved to be the case again in football. At home against Port 
Regis, the U11A team dug deep against a Port Regis side that 
battled hard. The game swung between Sandroyd and PR with 
Sandroyd only finding the winning goal late on in the match 
for a 4-3 victory.

The 2-0 defeat for the U13s at home against Perrot Hill is 
remembered, not for the score-line but for the monumental 
performance by Zack Bell in goal. How he managed to leap 
up and tip the ball over the bar at least twice is remarkable. 
The team were unlucky to be on the losing side, 
showing great resilience in defence and just how 
far they had come from the ‘playground’ style 
seen earlier in the season. 

Unfortunately the girls’ football tournament at 
Kings Taunton was snowed off this year, but we 
hope to encourage more girls into playing football 
in activities from September.

Football continues to be very popular 
at Sandroyd and there has been a definite 
improvement in standards across all age-groups. 

Whilst we may not have 
the skill levels that come with playing 
competitively all year round, it is the 
sheer enjoyment on the faces of those 
playing which is most important. 
The rise in prominence of women’s 
football in particular and the success 
of our national age-group teams 
means that football is a sport in 
which we should be encouraging 
both male and female participation at 
Sandroyd. Perhaps then, next year’s 
inter-house football should aim to 
include both boys AND girls ……..

ST MARYS CALNE NSEA Q 24TH JUNE
A very successful day today for the riding 
teams at West wilts EC hosted by St Marys 
Calne. Poppy, Martha and Arte have 
qualified for the national finals at Keysoe, 
Bedfordshire in the mini JWS and Wilf, 
Martha, Arte and Issie have qualified for the 
novice JWS finals. Arte won the novice SJ, 
Martha was 5th, the team of Wilf, Martha 
and Issie then won the intermediate 90/95 
show jumping with Issie 3rd, Wilf 5th and 
Martha 6th.

COUNTY SJ 
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The team of Wilf, Issie, Arte 
and Martha went to the County 
Champs and had a very good 
day. There were 30 schools in 
the Novice class with riders as 
old as 19. The first round was 
outdoors and all rode well, a 
couple of unlucky poles but finished the round with 8 
faults. The second round was indoors and was a big track. 
The jumps were 90cm and this is the first time all riders 
had jumped this height in competition. All went very 
well and cleared the course in good times which gave 
us a team place of 14th in the class. Having left home at 
6am and getting back at 10pm it was a very long day but 
everyone really enjoyed it. Well done to all riders.

There have been 95 mini achievement badges awarded from 
Yr1 upwards, 28 E tests, 6 D tests, 6 D+ tests and 3 C tests with 
2 passing there C care and 1 Passing their C ride aswell. We 
ran a road rider test and all 6 riders passed and received their 
road rider achievement badge. We had about 20 children who 
competed in the Pony

Club winter triathlon series with some very good results. In 
April we took 5 riders on the ACR pleasure ride one Sunday, 
which all enjoyed even though it was a long way.

Round-up
SANDROYD PONY CLUB

Our team of Wilf Jones, Otis Morgan, Martha Kennedy and 
Joey Kennedy competed at the National finals in half term 
having qualified back in the spring in the mini show jumping 
competition. The children all rode well in the first round and 
they achieved a team score of zero faults and a fast time. They 
then had a long wait to see if they were in the top 8 to go forward 
to the second round. There were 50 teams that had qualified 
from all over the country, but we made it through! The second 
round was then in the indoor arena with lots of spectators at 
5.30pm. The riders all rode well again and were eventually 5th 
which was a huge achievement after a very long day.

SCHOOL NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
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Summer Term
Sport
1st XI CRICKET REPORT

With new cricket kit being brought out for 
the first time at the beginning of the season 
expectations were high; however, you could feel 
the disappointment as for the first few weeks 

of term the wet weather programme became the norm. There 
was one glimmer of hope as the team travelled to Bath to play 
Monkton on an artificial wicket. Batting first the boys batted 
sensibly to score a tidy 103 with Charlie Wallis and Freddie 
Springett both contributing 23 to the total. After some fine 
bowling by Otis Morgan and Rupert Thomas and an excellent 
catch at gully by JP Hartley the game looked to be wrapped up 
by Sandroyd but the big hitting No 5 from Monkton dispatched 
our bowling even though he was dropped three times, 
admittedly some difficult chances. Our next match against 
Hazlegrove went down to the wire with Sandroyd batting 
first and scoring a respectable 138 with Freddie Springett 
contributing a fine 54. The bowlers were steady in reply and 
with five wickets down and with the last ball of the last over 
of the game, Hazlegrove managed to reach the total – one for 
the spectators. We then travelled to FSM where batting first 
the team amassed a fine 159 runs with Kit Slim (promoted up 
the order) and Freddie Springett both were retired on 52. Again 
steady bowling saw FSM severely restricted in scoring. Otis 
Morgan was able to give everyone a bowl but Kit Blomfield was 
the pick of the bunch only giving away one run in three overs. 
The boys always knew Chafyn Grove was going to be a tough 
match and had a plan to dismiss the opposition’s hard hitting 
opening batsman. With long-on in place and Kit Blomfield 

bowling his off spin the trap was set; in 
the second over and two fours struck the 
fifth ball was brilliantly caught by Arthur 

Moore at long-on. This was a highlight 
of the season. However, Chafyn weren’t 

deterred and scored 125 which the boys 
just could not reach, falling 23 runs short. 
With the weather looking more settled 
we hosted All Hallows who scored 103 
runs with good bowling by our twins 
Harry and Rupert Thomas. With some 

SEASONS’ RESULTS
Sandroyd 103 for 5 (C. Wallis 23, F. Springett 23) Monkton 104 for 4 (R. Thomas 1 for 4)  Match Lost
Sandroyd 138 for 8 (F. Springett 54) Hazelgrove 139 for 5 (O. Morgan 2 for 12)  Match Lost
Sandroyd 159 for 5 (K. Slim 52, F. Springett 52) FSM 50 for 7 (R. Thomas 3 for 9)  Match Won
Chafyn Grove 125 for 5 (E. Fuller 1 for 3) Sandroyd 102 all out (K. Blomfield 18)  Match Lost
All Hallows 105 for 7 (R. Thomas 3 for 19) Sandroyd 106 for 4 (JP Hartley 25)  Match Won
Sandroyd 124 for 7 (R. Thomas 55*) Dumpton 128 for 0 (O. Morgan 0 for 4)  Match Lost
       Sandroyd 126 for 7 (H. Thomas 21) South Wilts 83 for 3 (J. Cooper 1 for 7)  Match Won
          Sandroyd U12s 154 for 3 (A. Moore 54*) Port Regis 2nds 142 for 9 (K. Blomfield 3 for 27) Match Won
            Sandroyd U12s 138 for 7 (A. Moore 57) Sherborne 2nds 38 all out (O. Irwin 2 for 5)  Match Won
              Clayesmore 81 all out (R. Thomas 5 for 6) Sandroyd 82 for 1 (E. Fuller 29*)  Match Won

very sensible batting it did not take Sandroyd long to reach 
the total with fine contributions from Kit Blomfield (24*) 
and JP Hartley (25*). However, sport throws up its challenges 
and one faced the boys when they hosted a well-balanced 
Dumpton team. Batting first and finding it difficult to gather 
runs until some lusty blows from Rupert Thomas who scored 
55 the team managed to get to a total of 124. The opening 
Dumpton batsmen then played a very responsible innings to 
win the game. Although Miles Beckford bowled one of the 
more fiery overs of the day. Our Monday evening T20 match 
against South Wilts was played on a gloriously warm evening 
as the boys batted well to secure a total of 126. With some very 
tight bowling from all the boys including an over or two from 
Jamie Cooper with his left arm over in swingers the opposition 
batsmen were not given any opportunity to force the total and 
eventually fell 43 runs short. With the Y8s away at Kelly College 
the U12s had the chance to play two matches one against 
Port Regis where Arthur Moore played a powerful knock to be 
retired on 54, and to the delight of the spectators Kit Blomfield 
achieving a hat trick thus securing the win. The second match 
against Sherborne was slightly one sided with Arthur Moore 
once again having to retire this time on 57. This time the boys 
won by 100 runs. The last game of the season the 1sts took on 
a fine Clayesmore team and bowling first restricted the visitors 
to 81 runs managing to take wickets at crucial times. Rupert 
Thomas’ fine spell of accurate bowling returning figures of five 
wickets for six runs. Edward Fuller was then promoted up the 
order and batted superbly under hostile bowling conditions to 
win the match with an unbeaten 29 runs.

However, one of the highlights of the season had to be 
the Fathers v Leavers’ match. With the games played on a 
wonderfully sunny Sunday the dads took to the field and 
soon realised that their sons had the upper hand posting an 
impressive total. The dads’ batting after an indulgent tea was 
less impressive, never really looking as though they were going 
to get near their sons’ score. The boys were therefore able to 
retain the trophy. A huge thank you to all who participated 
and helped in making the day enormously entertaining and 
memorable.
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ATHLETICS REPORT

On the 9th May the athletics season got under way 
with the teams’ trip to Clayesmore. Feeling their 
way through the first competition of the season 
mentions must go to Otis Irwin who came first in 

the 800m and Natalie Galloway who came first in the U12 
Javelin.  There were also second placings for Minna Guthrie 
(U13 javelin) and Olivia Ashworth (U14 long jump). Third 
place went to the U13 Boys Relay Team – Well done to all the 
athletes who took part.

Not long after the athletes went down to Lymington to 
take part in the Junior Wessex Competition. Again a large 
team was put out to represent the school in the blazing 
sunshine. Some of the athletes were turning out for the first 
time to represent the school and it was wonderful to see the 
team spirit that flowed from the Sandroyd team area. Some 
of the memorable results included …

Not two weeks later the senior athletes were competing 
at the Senior Wessex Competition at Bournemouth. From 
a particularly strong competition it was fantastic that the 
following pupils qualified for the national competition. 
Otis Irwin came 1st in the 800m and in the nationals came 
second with a new school record of 2min 19 sec. Bella 
Smith Bingham came won her Wessex U12 High Jump and 
was placed fourth in the Nationals. Natalie Galloway was 
also placed first in her Wessex U12 Javelin throw and came 
fourth in the Nationals. Frank Allfrey (U12 Javelin), Harry 
Simpson Gee (U12 Long Jump) and Minna Guthrie (U13 
Javelin) all qualified for the National Athletics Finals. All 
five athletes must be congratulated on their wonderful 
performances.

Sports Day saw the pupils pitted against one another 
competing for the House Cup and although the day started 
in fine weather but by lunchtime a cold drizzle had swept in 
and the relays had to be postponed. This did not dampen the 
spirits with Prize Giving been held in Harris Hall. All pupils 
must be congratulated on their fine performances each 
contributing valuable points for their house. A special well 
done to Bella Smith Bingham, Minna Guthrie, Margot Prior, 
Holly Irving, Rosie Shaw Porter and Otis Irwin for recording 
new school records for 2018. 

CRICKET ROLL OF HONOUR SUMMER 2018
J. Fuller  5 wickets for 5 runs – U11A v All 
Hallows
F. Springett 52 runs – 1st XI v 
F. Springett 54 runs – 1st IX v
J. Garcia Cervera 51 runs not out – U11B v Hazlegrove
A. Biddulph 5 catches – U11Cs v Hazlegrove
I. Akers Douglas Hat trick – U11Cs v Sherborne
B. Meyrick 63 runs – 2nd XI v All Hallows
K. Slim 52 runs retired – 1st XI v FSM
A. Moore 54 runs retired – U12A v Port Regis
A. Moore 57 runs – U12A v Sherborne
K. Blomfield Hat trick – U12A v Port Regis
A. Berkshire 51 runs – U12B v Sherborne
A. Wolseley Brinton 5 wickets for 11runs – 2nd XI v Clayesmore
R. Thomas 5 wickets for 6 runs – 1st XI v Clayesmore

GIRLS CRICKET OVERVIEW
There has been a quiet revolution at Sandroyd and at most prep 
schools over the last few years. This summer we took the bold 
step to make cricket the girls’ main summer term sport. Some 
other schools have followed suit but we went a step further 
with some opting to play hard ball cricket with the boys, those 
that chose not to played incrediball. We had a respectable 
number of fixtures for incrediball games and as the term 
progressed they became very competitive, more confident and 
started to show some excellent bowling and fielding skills.

The weather was definitely against us at the start of the 
season and those that opted to play hardball unfortunately 
did not get a match until 9th May. In the meantime the girls 
playing incrediball won their first three games comfortably 
against Port Regis, Knighton House and Hanford. During these 

contests we were finding that our strengths lay in bowling and 
fielding. Issie Best and Bella Simpson-Gee were bowling with 
increasing accuracy and with their power and skill levels they 
should probably consider playing hardball next season.

As girls’ cricket is still in its infancy in prep schools we did 
not have a full fixtures card however I am optimistic that 
this is the start of a new era and in the next few years we will 
gather momentum fixtures. It is still unclear whether the 
majority of girls will continue to play incrediball (soft ball) or 
as time passes they start playing hard ball across the board. 
This to me seems an ideal progression but it slightly hinges 
on the route other schools chose as we want to maintain our 
fixtures list. Either way, the girls should be congratulated on 
their enthusiasm for cricket and this evolution has been led by 
them, we as coaches have merely facilitated this development.

BOYS CRICKET OVERVIEW
Unfortunately the cricket season didn’t start how everyone 
wanted due to the English weather. For some boys it wasn’t 
until mid-May that they managed to play a competitive game. 
Due to the lack of practice as well there was some rustiness 
from players but this soon wore off.

The 2nd XI had a mixed season, winning half of their games and 
playing their best great when they batted first and put runs on the 
board. Their highlight would be 2 sizeable wins (by 100 runs) against 
FSM and All Hallows. The 3rd XI played some entertaining cricket 
throughout the season and a few players showed great potential 
for next year and will be pushing for 1st or 2nd team places.

The u10s & u11s combined this season and were delighted to 
include some girls in the line ups. The A team won half their 
games and showed great potential in both batting and bowling 
with a highlight beating Port Regis by 5 wickets. The B and C 
teams had a great season by winning almost all their games and 
really pushing the A team players for places.

The u9s battled hard all season and improved the accuracy 
of their bowling hugely and expanded their shot selection. The 
u8s displayed a real competitive spirit and natural ability for the 
game of cricket and only lost once in the season.

Well done to all the boys and girls who played this season 
and managing to remain so upbeat and patient due to the poor 
weather at the beginning of term!
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Music

PERFORMING ARTS EXAM SUCCESS
Congratulations to all those who entered for 
music examinations in the Autumn 2017 term 
and passed at the following levels:

DISTINCTION
Pia Zingg Grade 1 Clarinet
Amelia Whitbread Grade 1 Clarinet
Amelia Whitbread Grade 1 Drum Kit 
Alice Dineley Grade 1 Piano
Jamie Cooper Grade 2 Drum Kit
Ferne Evans Grade 1 Singing
Rory McGregor Grade 2 Singing

MERIT
Oriana Bowater Grade 1 Drum Kit
Esme Hingston Grade 5 Singing
Freya Jones Grade 3 Singing
Lily-Rose Hall Grade 4 Flute
Sebastian Buczacki Grade 1 Cello
Lily Zingg Grade 1 Trombone

PASS
Jemima Carson Grade 1 Clarinet
Hugh Wilson Grade 5 Singing
George Ball Grade 2 Violin
Hubert Johnsen Grade 1 Trumpet
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Wednesday 7th March was World Maths Day. This special day hasn’t 
happened for a few years but happily Mathletics, the company which 
runs it, decided to resurrect it for 2018. 

Each pupil was assigned their own log in details and could start 
practising for this auspicious day from the previous Wednesday. They are able to 
challenge pupils anywhere in the world, or their classmates if they so wish, and have 
60 seconds to answer as many questions as possible. Pupils who reach a certain 
number of points are awarded certificates by Mathletics. 

On the day itself, classes headed into the IT rooms to accumulate as high a score as 
possible for Sandroyd. Many were also logging on in their free time. Sadly, the teachers 
were not able to participate this year, which is a great shame as many of us become very 
competitive when given the chance!

Top scorers from each year group and congratulations go to:
l	Year 8 – Rupert Thomas 1215 
l	Year 7 – Fay Feng 4006, Eliza Stocker 1972, Douglas Page 1812,  

Boris Fentham-Fletcher 1710. All 4 pupils gained Bronze certificates.
l	Year 6 – Charlie Rooke 2356, James Fuller 1222, Sebastian Buczacki 1338,  

Ivo Akers-Douglas 1192, Natalie Galloway 1152 and Alex Biddulph 1139. 
Ivo, Alex and Charlie gained Bronze certificates.

l	Year 5 – Lily Mitchell 521, Zack Harrison 473, Alice Dineley 448
l	Year 4 – Sam Shiel 267, Ruby Matthews 201
l	Year 3 – William Bullen 4274, Charlie Dineley 1434, Rosie Shaw Porter 1361,  

Sam Irving 1120, Loveday Matthews 1071, Bluey Smith-Bingham 938.  
William, Rosie and Loveday all gained Bronze certificates.

l	Year 2 – Henry Matthews 606
l	Year 1 – Luca Cole 765
l	Highest scorer of the school – William Bullen for his outstanding 4274 points gained!

Well done to all those who participated. 

Mrs Brady

fever hits Sandroyd!
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to strive is to shine
Strive
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Sandroyd has always prided itself on developing independent learning 
in its young people, but this year we decided to take it a step further, 

introducing a new, unique programme running throughout the school.

The programme is aimed at stretching and challenging 
Sandroyd children in areas beyond the normal 
curriculum, fostering curiosity as well as respect for 
others. We gave our new enrichment programme the 

name ‘Strive’, which comes from our motto (Niti est Nitere) 
‘to strive is to shine’. In Strive we offer a broader, progressive 
curriculum where children of all ages are encouraged to work 

things out for themselves, be that spotting patterns in strategy 
games, solving problems, investigating how things work in 
product design or learning new skills such as sign language, 
first aid or rug-making. In my experience, children love to ask 
questions, but often expect to be given the answers. In Strive, 
we turn that approach on its head. We ask the open-ended 
questions or set a task and the children are encouraged to think 
about how they could find the answers.

Strive involves all the Sandroyd staff, drawing on teaching 
experience, a specialism or an interest. Doing so has allowed us 
to introduce a wide range of topics and activities. Our approach 
ensures we engage the introvert, the extrovert, the team player, 
the individual, the doer and the thinker. 

In its first year, children have been designing and inventing; 
public speaking and debating; learning about Parliament in 

It broadens your mind and  
gives you knowledge of things  
you wouldn’t normally learn 

about in the classroom. (IAD)
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Year 6 and Political Ideologies in Year 8; cracking codes in Year 
4 and solving cryptic crosswords in Year 8. For the curious 
mind, Strive provides an outlet – an opportunity to push the 
boundaries and get stuck into a tricky problem. For others, it 
is about gaining confidence or simply trying something new. 
This term, Strive has been based outdoors. Making fires and 
outdoor cooking have proved very popular as has learning how 

to navigate using the natural environment. Children have 
completed team-building tasks and made maps and models 
from masking tape and red string laces!

Having just completed our first year of Strive, it’s time 
to take stock and reflect on what we’ve achieved so far. We 
believe we have created something that makes Sandroyd 
unique; it is continually adapting and evolving to ensure we 
complement the excellent work done in the classroom. Its 
success goes much deeper than that, however, and if you ask 
the children what they think about Strive the word that keeps 
being repeated is ‘fun’. Keeping it fun makes it engaging and 
memorable, encourages children to be creative and stimulates 
a love of learning. It is, undoubtedly, the most important 
element of Strive.

We learnt about teamwork.  
It was a fun way of getting  
everyone to participate and  
learn from each other. ( JC)
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Do you like reading? We do. So, when the opportunity arose for us to become student librarians. 
We jumped at the chance and this has been a brilliant experience. It was very exciting getting 
new books every half term and being able to be the first to read them. We took pride in 
cataloguing and covering the books and putting them on display to be borrowed. Also, in 

our role as librarians, we were on hand to recommend books to visitors to the library and this was very 
satisfying. We would catch up with them later on to see if they enjoyed the book. 

The library was open every break time and this was great as we could go there and help or chill out with 
a book. Other children also came to read, have a chat about books or complete the weekly news quiz. 

Some of our favourite activities in the library this year were the book clubs. In the winter, we attended 
“Books, PJ and hot chocs”. Before bedtime, we could bring our duvets down and cosy up in the library with 
a cup of hot chocolate surrounded by books. First, we read a short story, then we caught up with book 
news and recommendations and finally, we did the long story to be continued every week. In the Summer, 
it was “Books by the campfire”. It followed the same pattern of book chats and stories but this time we 
gathered in a secret garden around a barbecue to toast marshmallows. Magical... and very funny when 
Madame Cournil reminded us to use “gloaves” to toast our marshmallows. Who says “gloves” anyway? 

As student librarians, we also took part in the World Book Day Events. We entered the reading out loud 
competition (or “read off” as we decided to call it) and we read extracts of our favourite books to a literary 
audience (who also acted as voting judges). We did not win this time. Alex Biddulph did by transporting 
us to CHERUB Campus with his expressive rendition of a passage from “The Recruit”!!! 

We also enjoyed taking part in the Library Assembly, to promote the library and recommend books. It 
was lots of fun. We will definitely sign up to be Librarians again next year and hope to do more Assemblies.

And don’t forget the library motto….. Keeeep reading! 

Ivo, Edward and Douglas

Love your
Library!
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On Friday 3rd November, I, together with no less 
than fifty children from Year 5 to 8 participated 
in this celebration of all things French. The tone 
was set from the word go, with a flamboyant 

rendition of la Marseillaise. At “L’escargot rapide” restaurant 
we encountered some extraordinary customers, foods and 
waiters. We had Chanelle, the rabbit eating diva. Alain Sucre 
and his fellow apprentices found rather interesting fauna 
in their food and the waiter was subsequently “viré” (fired) 
by Alain Sucre himself. A hilarious act involving Monsieur 
Haricot, his imaginary friend Nounours and a blasé waitress 
got the audience in hysterics. 

This little soirée was filled with “joie de vivre”, music, 
stripy tops and upturned moustaches! The trendy element 
was provided by an edgy dance to Stromae’s chart topper 
Papaoutais. Traditional songs were also performed with 
gusto and poems were recited with conviction. 

To finish off, we had a cool performance of the pop song 
“Ça plane pour moi!” by the Year 8 band.

Bravo to all the budding francophiles who took part!

Tatiana Welchman

Rendez-vous
francophile
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A huge thank you to children, staff and parents, and who 
have helped the school raise money for some important, 
local, national and international charities over the year. 

Children put forward their ideas for charities to support 
via their School Council Reps. From the Walled Garden 
sponsored Bikeathon to a high octane Sport Relief challenge, 
the children have given a great deal of energy to a number of 
charitable events. 

A special thank you also to the Friends of Sandroyd and to 
the parent body who support events like The Summer Fete 
which enable us to raise significant funds for charity. 

Some of the charities supported this year:
l	Macmillan
l	Royal British Legion
l	Sport Relief
l	Chisuma Primary School, Zimbabwe
l	Help 4 Heroes

CHARITY NEWS

Below is a picture from Chisuma Primary School 
wearing uniforms that we bought the children with the 
money we have raised. 

We also bought them their classroom furniture, 
uniforms for all the children, sport equipment, CD 
players, a laptop and musical instruments as well as 
paying for food hampers for some of the children.

Chisuma Primary School Zimbabwe
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